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Dean Headley sets new goals for IPJ
Three-prong integration process shows commitment to peace ideal
BY KEVIN NGUYEN
GUEST WRITER

COURTESY OF TIM MANTOANI

Headley hopes to involve the USD cam
pus and community in his new endeavor.

There is a new face around the Joan
B. Kroc Institute for Peace and Justice.
This summer Father Bill Headley was
chosen to be the inaugural dean of the
Joan B. Kroc School of Peace Studies,
which will open in October.
Dean Headley's overall goal for
the new school involves integrating
the Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace

& Justice, the Master's Program in
Peace and Justice Studies and the
Trans-Border Institute, which focuses
on border relations with Mexico, into
one unit.
Headley's methodology for accom
plishing these goals shows his com
mitment to the idea of peace - an end
product, with which all parties agree.
To do this and to establish a mission
statement and direction for the new
school is a three-pronged process.

Students, employers benefit from Internship Fair

Headley hopes to involve the uni
versity as a whole - its staff, students
and faculty - and the San Diego com
munity at-large in what he calls a
"World Cafe" brainstorm to discuss
the school's mission and direction.
Afterward, Headley hopes to stage
a conference of his peers within the
discipline of peace to discuss the issue
further as well as to spread the news
about the new school.
See HEADLEY, page 2

Mass continues
Catholic tradition
BY ERIKA FIORE

GUEST WRITER

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Junior Gillian Hemmes speaks with the California Department of Transportation a1 ie Internship Fair Tuesday.

BY ANTHONY GENTILE
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
USD Career Services held the
fourth annual Internship Fair Tues.,
Sept. 18, in the UC Forum. From

A.G. Edwards to Z90.3, students had
the chance to interact with representa
tives from 44 professional and govern
ment organizations during the onehour, 45-minute event.
The goal of the fair, Career Services

career counselor Emily Baxt said,
is to get USD students involved in
career opportunities. Students did
exactly that on Tuesday by perusing
See FAIR, page 4

Church settles sexual assault cases
BY MARY BETH BARKER
NEWS EDITOR
After filing for bankruptcy in the face of sexual abuse
charges six months ago, the Roman Catholic Diocese of
San Diego reached a $198.1 million settlement. It is the
second largest monetary settlement ever to be paid by a
diocese.
Last year, charges against the Diocese of San Diego
for the rape and sexual molestation of children prompted
the diocese to file for bankruptcy to defer retribution pay
ments. The Diocese of San Diego governs 98 churches and

Inside
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50 schools.
In an official letter to the priests and parishioners of
San Diego informing them of impending bankruptcy,
Robert H. Brom, the bishop of San Diego, wrote, "We
will be disclosing the names of those accused, about
whom there is certitude regarding their abuse, as well
as the extent of their abuse, and we will verify that no
known abuser is functioning in ministry."
The Diocese did not release the names of those filing
cases against the church to the public, though. Instead,
they petitioned to have the names be entered confidenSee DIOCESE, page 2

ARTS & CULTURE

OPINION

The Mass of the Holy Spirit begins
each academic year by bringing the
USD community together to give
thanks, ask for God's blessing, and
start off the year with an encouraging
message.
The 35 year tradition of the Mass
is not unique to USD, but has its roots
in some of Europe's first universities
and is today celebrated in Catholic
schools all over the world.
"There are several key moments
in our university's life which we mark
by coming together as a community to
give thanks for all we have, to remem
ber who we are and who we are called
to become and to ask God's guidance
in all we do. The Mass of the Holy
Spirit is one of those key moments,"
Michael Lovette-Colyer, director of
University Ministry, said.
The service was held on Thursday,
Sept. 13, at 12:15p.m. It commenced
with an opening procession that in
cluded USD faculty, university vice
presidents and deans, the chair of the
university senate, and the new student
officers of the 2007-2008 academic
year.
Salvatore J. Cordileone, auxiliary
bishop of San Diego, led the service
with a message addressing USD as a
place capable of dialogue with those
of different faiths, cultures, perspec
tives and backgrounds.
See SPIRIT, page 3
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Mary Beth Barker News Editor

Newsworthy:

"Prepare for the worst...and the worst means war."
French Foreign Minister Bernard Kouchner refusing to rule out

mbarker@usdvista.com

military force against Iran, see WorldBeat, page 3.

San Diego Diocese pays $198 million for sex abuse lawsuits
DIOCESE, continued

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

The Immaculata is one of 98 churches within the San Diego
Diocese.

In it, the bishops acknowl
edge, "The sexual abuse of chil
dren and young people by some
deacons, priests, and bishops,
and the ways in which these
crimes and sins were addressed,
have caused enormous pain,
anger and confusion."
The new charter seeks to "re-

A list of sex offenders' names
and parishes is now available on
the diocese's website, as well as
a national and diocesan response
to the sexual abuse cases.
The diocesan response fea
tures a Code of Ethical Stan
dards for Church Ministers stat
ing that, "Church ministers are
obligated to know and to abide
by existing law and diocesan
policies as these apply to all
forms of misconduct.
Those who work with youth
on a regular basis are required
to participate in safe environ
ment training programs which
address child abuse, including
sexual abuse, and cover preven
tion, identification, response and
reporting."
The website also includes
what constitutes sexual abuse
and how to report an incident.
The United States Conference
of Catholic Bishops has been
responding to the problem of
sexual abuse within the church
on a national level with a re
vised Charter for the Protection
of Children and Young People.

ruptcy case if church officials
could not come to an agreement
with the defendant. As compen
sation, the Church agreed to pay
$198.1 million. With 144 sepa
rate cases filed, the total payoff
divides into about $1.4 million
per lawsuit.
Located in the center of

"The sexual abuse of children
and young people by
some deacons, priests, and bishops,
and the ways in which
these crimes and sins
were addressed have caused pain,
anger and confusion."
United States Conference of Catholic Bishops

affirm our deep commitment
to creating a safe environment
within the Church for children
and youth."
Now, after four years in fed
eral and state courts, a judge
threatened to throw out the bank

USD's campus, the Immaculata
is one of the churches included
in San Diego's diocese. The
University of San Diego will not
be involved with any monetary
retributions, though, because
there is no direct affiliation.

Headley envisions new academic curriculum for peace building
HEADLEY, continued
Headley hopes to have a
clear vision of which way the
school is headed by the end of
the academic year.
In
particular,
Headley
would like to hear military,
border-related, religious and
ecological views on what
peace is and how it can be ac
complished.
As for the curriculum of
the new school,
Headley
feels strongly about not only
what is being taught but also
by whom.
That is why Headley hopes
to develop a new curriculum

within a three-year time frame,
which he hopes will attract
students to the field of peace
making, thereby increasing
the master's program enroll
ment two-fold.
He also hopes to recruit five
new faculty members who
specialize in the discipline,
but Headley recognizes that
as a new school in a relatively
new field of study the School
of Peace Studies must still rely
on current faculty to teach the
curriculum.
When asked why the stu
dents should care about the
School of Peace Studies, Dean
Headley gave three reasons.
Students today, he said, are

The Vista

"I need to hear more about the
dreams and expectations of the USD
community. And, I need to let the rich
environment of San Diego speak of
its needs for peace. In all, it should be
an exciting venture."
Dean Headley
fully aware of globalization,
and peace makes the world
more close-knit, if properly
executed.
Second, Headley acknowl

edges that the nature of war is
changing, and because of this
ever-changing nature it takes
people in all levels of society
to learn to make peace.
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Finally, Headley said that
peace building is not only
done on a global scale but is
an important daily activity we
all must practice.

The Vista publication is written and edited
by USD students and funded by revenues
generated by advertising and a student
fee. Advertising material published is for
information purposes only and is not to
be construed as an expressed or implied
endorsement or verification of such
commercial venues by the staff or University.
The Vista office is located in the lower level
of the University Center, room 114B.
All inquiries should be sent to:
The Vista
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110
The first copies of the newspaper are compli
mentary, all copies thereafter are 25 cents charge.
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otherwise stated.
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ORLD BEAT
Sources: BBC, CNN

BY MARY BETH
BARKER
NEWS EDITOR
CHRISTINE WAGNER
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

France gives Iran a
serious warning
French President Nicolas
Sarkozy called for tougher
economic sanction to halt
Iran's nuclear program.
The French Foreign Minister
warned the world "to prepare
for the worst...and the worst
means war." The UN and other
countries that agree containing
Iran through military agres
sion could become the only
option.

Kite Runner sparks con
troversy in Afghanistan
Worldwide bestseller The
Kite Runner will soon become
a movie and not everyone is
happy.
A pivotal and controversial
scene of explicit sexual abuse
has led to complaints that the
scene is too graphic and the
child actor should not be ex
posed to such adult themes.
People in Afghanistan are

also worried that tensions be
tween Pashtuns and Hazaras
will re-open if the scene is
misinterpreted as an insult to a
particular ethnic group.
The director maintains that
the scene was filmed with the
utmost care and sensitivity.

Private security firms in
Iraq to be reviewed
Iraqi government said it will
determine if private security
contractors operating in the
country are in compliance with
the law.
This decision comes after
Sunday's Blackwater USA
incident where a gunfight left
eight civilians dead. The com
pany was shut down in Iraq.
Blackwater USA is one of at
least 28 private security com
panies operating in Iraq.

Typhoon to hit early
Wednesday
Typhoon Wipha is expected
to be the most devastating storm
of the decade to hit China. 1.8
million people will be evacu
ated from Shanhai, China.
It was gaining strength as
it approached the northern tip
of Taiwan with wind gusts up

to 165 mph. The storm could
heavily affect the economy as
it heads for Shanghai, the fi
nancial heart of China.

and disease is a major concern
because of homelessness and
dirtied water supplies.

interna

Mexican bus crashes
while carrying tourists

The popular iPhone, Apple
Inc.'s combination cell phoneiPod, will be for sale in Britain
starting November 9. This is
the first time the product will
be available outside the United
States.
An 8-gigabyte model will
sell for $536, a $139 dollar
increase from the American
version.

Saturday, a Mexican bus full
of tourists ran off the edge of a
ravine.
Passengers, including those
from a Phoenix flight, were
on their way to Guadalajara
from Puerto Vallarta when the
the bus pitched forward into a
ravine. At least 17 of 35 pas
sengers have been reported
dead and four have been re
ported injured:

iPhone
tional

goes

showing signs of disease and
people are worried about con
tamination around the area.
A team of scientists is on the
way to collect samples to see
what exactly crashed into Earth
and whether or not it's safe to
be near the area.

89 killed in Thai plane
crash
The plane, operated
by
Thailand-based One-Two-Go
airlines, attempted to land in
heavy rains Sunday before it
skidded off the runway and
burst into flames. Of the 130
people on the budget airline
flight, most were foreigners.

Severe weather displaces Questionable object from
Sudan's President prom
space lands in Peru
African people
An object thought to be a ises cease-fire
Entire towns have been sub
merged under huge storms and
recent floods across Africa.
150,000 Africans have lost
their homes and 400,000 farm
ers have had their land washed
away.
Kampala and Ghana have
been heavily hit by these storms
and civilians have nowhere to
go and outside aid is restricted
because of the weather.
The areas have been de
clared official disaster zones

meteorite from space crashed
into Carancas, Peru in the
Andes on Wednesday.
The meteorite left a large
crater 98 feet wide and 20 feet
deep. The impression is now
giving off acrid fumes. People
who have visited the cite have
been experiencing headaches,
nausea and vomiting, presum
ably from breathing in the dirty
air.
Animals have also started

President Omar Al-Bashir
stated he intends to suspend the
violence between the Sudanese
government and rebel forces in
Darfur. The cease-fire comes
after an announcement that
UN-backed negotiations will
take place between the forces
in Tripoli, starting October 27.

Annual Mass of the Holy Spirit reaffirms USD's Catholic identity
SPIRIT continued
For there to be peace in
our world, we as a commu
nity must all learn to practice
charity, gentility, passion and
restraint. Our egos should be
obliterated as we leant to em
brace humility.

ask God's blessing on all of
our activities for the coming
year—especially that all that
we do will reflect our deepest
values, according to Micheal
Lovette-Colyer, Director of
University Ministry.
Accompanying the service
were the angelic voices of

"Truth will always meet
opposition."
Salvatore J. Cordileone, Auxilary Bishop of San Diego

Agape love is the gift of self
and should be freely shared.
USD has an unmistakable
Catholic identity and has a re
sponsibility to cooperate with
others for the common good,
to share our love, and to be
generous with our blessings
and gifts.
Although the truth will
always be met with opposi
tion, we are called to be pa
tient and follow Jesus' pattern
of life for the sake of peace
and the salvation of the whole
world.
This compelling message
was also an opportunity to

the Founders Chapel Choir.
Freshman Elise Muscha, a
singer in the choir, stated that
the mass inspired her to keep
going to church often.
"The music was upbeat and
whimsical, and that makes it
more appealing to college stu
dents," said Muscha.
The choir led in worship
songs that called upon the
spirit, breath and the love ^)f
God.
In the latter part of the mass,
the installation of student offi
cers for the 2007-2008 school
year took place as Dr. Mary
Lyons, President of USD, pre-

ZAC ORMSBY/THE VISTA
Auxilary Bishop Salvatore J. Cordileone led the Mass with a call for dialogue with different faiths.

sented the 32 student leaders
with pins depicting the USD
coat of arms.
The closing prayer asked
God to bestow his spirit upon

the leaders and all those
present, that they may have
wisdom, generosity and a
willingness to share love with
others.

Future key events in the
Immaculata include the All
Faith Service, marking the
beginning of the spring aca
demic semester,
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PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT

Bookstore: At 12:33
p.m. Public Safety re
sponded to a report
of the theft of sev
eral textbooks from
the bookstore. Upon
investigation the in
dividual admitted to
taking three books
from the bookstore
without paying for
them.

Jenny Craig Pavilion:
At 7:32 p.m. Public
Safety responded to
a report of an intox
icated individual.
Upon investigation,
the individual was
contacted and iden
tified as a commuter
student and it was
determined that the
individual was too
intoxicated to care
for herself. The in
dividual was volun
tarily transported
to Detox.

Camino Hall: At 12:05
a.m. Resident As
sistants cited six
resident students
for Minor in Posses
sion.
San Miguel Hall: At
1:25 a.m. Resident
Assistants cited two
resident students
for Minor in Posses
sion.
Laguna Hall: At 2:01
a.m. Resident As
sistants cited eight
resident students
for Minor in Posses
sion.

took place off-camDUS on Via Las Cum
bres, across from
Manchester Village,
sometime between
1:00 a.m. and 2:00
a.m. The unknown
male was described
as white, mid to late
30's, unshaven, with
dark salt and pep
per hair and wear
ing black or dark
blue clothing.
Maher Hall: At 11:46
a.m. Public Safety
responded to a re
port of the theft
of a wallet from a
possibly unsecured
resident hall room
between 12:30 a.m.
and 6:30 a.m. Upon
investigation there
were no signs of
forced entry into
the room and both
roommates were
sleeping at the time
of the theft.

Resident Assistants
cited one resident
student for a noise
disturbance in the
resident hall area.
San Antonio de Padua:
At 9:35 p.m. Resi
dent Assistants
cited two resident
students for smok
ing in a resident hall
room.
Valley Area: At 10:35
p.m. Resident As
sistants cited three
resident students
for Minor in Posession.

Missions A: At 11:34
Via Las Cumbres: At
p.m. Resident As
3:00 a.m. Public
sistants
cited five
Safety received a call
resident students
from a third party
for Minor in Posesstating that a female
sion.
student had been
physically accost
ed by an unknown
Maher Hall: At 11:57
male while she was
p.m. Public Safety
getting items out of
her car. The incident San Luis: At 3:50 p.m. responded to a re-

port of a student that
was in posession of a
prohibited knife in
his residence hall
room. Upon investi
gation the knife was
confiscated.
At 2:24
a.m. Resident As
sistants cited three
resident students
for Minor in Posses
sion.
I: At 12:31
a.m. Resident As
sistants cited three
resident students
for Minor in Posses
sion.

If you need help
or see something
suspicious, contact
Public Safely at ext.
7777.

Over 400 students attend Internship Fair
FAIR, continued
the various tables in the
Forum.
Internships provide an op
portunity for students to gain
experience in a career field
that they have an interest in.
They do so by providing the
student with a peek at what a
specific career entails.
"Doing an internship,"
Baxt said, "is about the most
important thing a student can
do to help the transition out of
USD into the real world."
USD
sophomore
Tad
Turpen may not be looking for
an internship at this moment,
but he still considered the fair
beneficial.
During the fair, Turpen
talked to representatives from
Disneyland Resort and Qualcomm.
"There is lots of stuff,"
Tuipen, a computer science
major, said. "It is good just to
see what's out there."
More than 400 students

attended the fair, filing
in
and out between the hours of
12:15 and 2 p.m. Those in at
tendance also included recent
alumni.
"Having a bunch of em
ployers in one place is an op
portunity not to miss," Lauren
Banzile, a 2007 graduate,
said.
Banzile also offered a
few words of advice to those
who have yet to walk across
the stage. "Get an internship
before you graduate," Banzile
said. "Have experience - that
is what they are looking for in
the job world."
Students past and present
were not the only beneficia
ries of the fair. The employers
present met scores of potential
job applicants on Tuesday.
"It's great for us to get
the opportunity to connect
with students early on," said
Beth Ostendorf, Director of
Recruiting in San Diego for
Northwestern Mutual Finan
cial Network.
As the last students shuffled

RYAN BRENNANAHE VISTA

Anne Keicher talks to the Office of Assembly representative Lori Saldana.

out of the UC Forum, papers
and pamphlets in hand, one
thing remained certain: This
year's Internship Fair was a
success. If students left im

pressed with the wide array
of organizations that the fair
offered, they were not the
only party impressed with the
afternoon.

"(The organizations) were
really pleased with the quality
of students," Baxt said, "and
the intellectual level of stu
dents."
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CAMPUS FOCUS
Jillian Anthony

Campus Focus Editor
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Schoolworthy:

"What other school has a putting green for
their students?"
- Jonathan D'Angelo, resident assistant of San Buenaventura

Bert's Bistro offers up a serving of refreshing variety
BY JILLIAN ANTHONY
CAMPUS FOCUS EDITOR

Bert's Bistro, the newest
eatery on campus, is open for
business in the new SOLES
building and already has stu
dents lining up for the variety
of food options that are not
offered at other eateries on
campus. These new choices in
clude multiple organic options,
Thai food and the bistro's specialty-paninis - of which there
are seven options, including
vegetarian.
Ruth Neveu, the manager
of both La Paloma and Bert's
Bistro, is very pleased with the
progress that has been made so
far.
"When we started off we
were only making 300 paninis
a day, but now we are up to
500, and soon it will be 700,"
Neveu said.
"A new eatery was put into
the blueprints of the SOLES
building to provide another
dining option to students on the
west side of campus and allevi
ate large crowds at La Paloma,"
Neveu said.
Bert's Bistro has no kitchen
of its own; food is prepared
at La Paloma and sold pre
packaged at the bistro, which
should help with long lines and
increase efficiency.
Organic products, includ
ing Harry's organic soup and
the paninis are another unique
addition to the bistro. They
provide a healthier option for
students.
"We hear complaints that
there are no healthy options

A student explores the newest culinary options available at Bert's Bistro in the SOLES building.

on campus, but we will put
items like tofu salads and other
healthy meals out and kids
just will not eat them," Neveu
said.
"We receive our organic
products from a company
named Organic To Go, and you
can really taste the difference
in the food. Even the colors of
the foods are different because
there are no additives whatso
ever. There are no nitrates or
chemicals and the food looks
exactly as it is supposed to."

Several different Thai meals
are also offered, including
spring rolls, shrimp, and spicy
chicken noodles, Neveu's per
sonal favorite.
Neveu calls the bistro ex
perimental.
"There are a few kinks at
Bert's," she said, "but I am
always working on it to figure
out what works best for the stu
dents and try and cut produc
tion time in the kitchen at La
Paloma."
Bert's has 16 different types

of tea, organic fair trade coffee,
six varieties of frappuchinos
made with non-fat milk to
create a lower calorie drink,
and even its own Mexican
chocolate maker.
Neveu adds that students
tend to think the food is expen
sive atO eating areas on campus,
but in comparison to most other
restaurants and cafes around
San Diego, it is actually cheaper
by usually a dollar or more.
"We do comparisons around
the San Diego area to try and

provide the best prices and I
think it shows," Neveu said.
Though Bert's Bistro might
be difficult to locate for students
unfamiliar with the SOLES
building, it is nonetheless open
for business and providing a
variety of foods unique to the
bistro itself. These include
several options for the health
conscious. Judging by the long
lines already found at the bistro,
students and faculty alike enjoy
the plethora of options and cul
ture provided.

Fifth annual Women's Peacemaker Conference returns to IPJ
BY JILLIAN ANTHONY
CAMPUS FOCUS EDITOR

The four 2007 women
peacemakers will be making
their mark in the IPJ throughout
October, focusing on this year's
theme, "Is Peace Possible? A
Summit of Peacemakers on
Today's Frontlines."
The women, who come from
varying parts of the.world, will
be part of five nights of discus
sions and tales of the continuing
struggle to find peace in all dif
ferent parts of today's world, in
cluding a group presentation as
well as individual discussions
conducted by each woman.
Each woman offers her
unique wisdom and experience
to the USD community.
The first date of the series of
discussions is Oct. 4 at 7 p.m.
ALL PHOTOS COURTESY OF IPJ

Samia Bamieh of Pales
tine is working to build
a civil, political society
for a future Palestinian
state on two fronts: the
establishment of an inde
pendent democratic state
and the expansion and
defense of achievements
of Palestinian women in
their political and legal
struggles.

Latifah Anum Siregar of In
donesia is a human rights
lawyer, the chairperson of
the Alliance for Democra
cy in Papua and an expert
at the Commission for Law
and Human Rights of the
parliament. She became
an effective advocate for
peace working within the
tribal and migrant conflicts
of Papua communities.

Susana Tenjoh-Okwen
of Cameroon has been
working to address
causes of long-standing
inter-tribal conflict that
has resulted in division,
displacement and trauma
for many people in sev
eral regions, as well as
to educate women about
their rights in Cameroon
society.

Irina Yanovskaya of Geor
gia is devoted to resolv
ing the conflict between
Georgians and Ossetians
that began with the disin
tegration of the USSR. An
emphasis in Irina's work
has been to find ways to
open minds to peace and
respect, especially those
of young people who
have only lived in conflict.
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New San Buenaventura dorm in valley
provides residents with luxury at a cost

RYAN BRENNANAHE VISTA

The putting green on the ground level of San Buenaventura awaits USD golfers of all abilities. *

BY JILLIAN ANTHONY
CAMPUS FOCUS EDITOR

not ready for use, including
two of the biggest draws for
students - the cafe and fitness
Sophomores, juniors and center. These buildings were
seniors living in the newest originally planned for comple
residence hall on campus, San tion at the beginning of the fall
Buenaventura, are both thrilled semester, but the new projec
and annoyed with their new tion is the first weekend in
homes. The building, located October.
in the Valley between Mis
Jonathan
D'Angelo,
a
sions A and the Bahias, has resident assistant in San Bue
many perks to offer residents. naventura, thinks that, for the
These include large bedrooms, most part, the construction has
living rooms, and very large gone as smoothly as possible.
bathrooms, fully equipped "Living in the new building
entertainment rooms on each has been eventful. There's a
floor, elevators, a brand new lot of work to be done still,
fitness center, cafe and even a but the work that is complete
putting green.
is marvelous," he said.
Some of these perks, how
When asked if the con
ever, are currently under con struction disrupts life for the
tinuing construction and are residents, D'Angelo replied,

"It disrupts a lot actually.
Anyone on the first or second
floor gets the brunt of it. They
begin work at six in the morn
ing and sometimes I wake
up to a worker right there in
my window since we have no
blinds."
Blinds are currently being
installed in all of the rooms,
but they are only temporary
ones until the permanent ones
can be installed.
"They are late on install
ing a lot of things, but there's
always setbacks in any new
construction," D'Angelo said.
"These projects are very large
and they have done an excel
lent job with the given time
frame in creating a living space
for residents coming in."

San Buenaventura contains
three brand new media rooms
with state of the art equipment,
including 60-inch plasma tele
visions, stylish pool tables,
and bar stool style tables. The
room on the third floor will in
clude Smart Technology, pro
viding a conference area to be
used for student study groups,
workshops, faculty/staff meet
ings and even a meeting place
for student organizations.
Quiet study rooms are also
located along the backside of
the building for students look
ing to escape the dull roar of
dorm halls without having to
make the trek to the library.
Near these rooms a prayer
room is being built, providing
a Catholic presence not often

found in other resident areas.
Perhaps the most quirky
aspect of the new building is
the putting green nestled in the
center courtyard, something
practically unheard of amongst
college living areas.
"The putting green gives the
building character," D'Angelo
said. "What other school has
a putting green for their stu
dents? Any opportunity you
can give to students to relax
and manage school stress, I
support. It's awesome."
Though San Buenaven
tura is a work in progress, the
response from students has
been generally positive, and
students look forward to the
opening of the cafe and fitness
center in October.

Calendar of Upcoming Events
Thursday. Sept. 20

:ridav,

Sept. 21

*Intervarsity @7
in the UC

* International Peace
Day @ IPJ- all day

* Fresh @ USDJob Options for
Freshman @ 1 in
UC 107

*USD Blood Drive in
front of UC
'' Men's Soccer vs.
Brown @7:30

* Black Student
Union Mixer @ 7
in UC Forum A

*Women's VB vs. UCl
@7

Saturday, Sept. 22

Monday Sept. 24

Tuesday Sept. 25

*Saturday Night Live
@ 7:30 in Aromas

*Womens' VB vs. New
New Mexico @ 7

*Film Club Meeting
@12 in SH104B

*Innertube Water
Polo @ 5-7

*Sexual Assault
Awareness @ 12 in
Manchester
Conference Center

Sundav. Sept. 23
* Men's Soccer vs.
Loyola Chicago
@ 2:30

* Diversity and
Inclusion Open
Forum @ 12 in
Salomon Hall

Wed. Sept. 26
*AS Open Mic
Night @ 7
in Aromas

CAMPUS FOCUS
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Dorm-friendly recipes for the hungry student on-the-go
BY KIRBY BROOKS
STAFF WRITER

NUKED NACHOS

Home-cooked meals can be few and far between for college students, but the fol
lowing recipes are quick, easy and delicious.

Chocolate
Peanut Putter
Cookies

These are the best
chocolate chip cookies I've
ever had. I do not know
the origin of the recipe, but
it has been handed down
in my family. This recipe
is so easy that I now know
it by heart, and it is also
gluten-free.
2 cups of peanut butter
2 cups of chocolate chips
2 eggs
2 cups brown sugar
2 teaspoons of baking
soda
Combine
ingredients
and bake for 8-10 minutes
at 350°.

MOZZARELLA, TOMATO AND
HAM LAYERED SANDWICHES

One 16-ounce can refried
beans
1/2 cup reduced-fat or
regular sour cream
3/4 cup bottled salsa
1 cup shredded Cheddar
or Mexican blend cheese
2 tablespoons chopped
fresh cilantro, plus more
for garnish
A few big handfuls of
yellow corn tortilla chips

This is an easy sandwich to make when you're too hungry
to wait in the long line at La Paloma. This is yet another
recipe from epicurious.com. The website contains a great
college section that has student-friendly recipes.
12 slices thin-sliced olive, rosemary, or white bread
Olive oil
8 thin slices mozzarella (from a 5-ounce ball)
Fresh basil leaves
8 thin slices tomato
4 slices prosciutto or salami

I found this chicken recipe on the back of a mayonnaise jar.
It is so easy and so good. I don't usually eat mayonnaise, but it
makes the chicken really moist and is an ingredient that most
people usually have lying around in their fridge.

cheese and then the cilantro
over everything. As you
build up the layers, be sure
to leave the space in the
center of the plate empty.
Microwave on high for 2
minutes. Remove the plate
from the microwave, pile
the chips in the center of
the plate, and sprinkle the
remaining cheese over the
chips.

Return the plate to the mi
With a large spoon, spread
out the beans in a ring on crowave and nuke again on
a large microwave-safe high for 1 minute, or until
dinner plate, leaving about the cheese has melted. Use
4 inches in the center of the a potholder to take the plate
plate open for chips. Smear out of the oven; it will be
the sour cream and then hot. Dash a couple pinches
the salsa over the beans. of chopped cilantro over the
Sprinkle about half of the top. Serve hot.

Place one slice of thin-sliced olive, rosemary, or white
bread on a clean surface and drizzle with a little olive oil.
Top with 2 thin slices mozzarella and top with a layer of fresh
basil leaves. Drizzle with a little more oil. Top with another
slice of bread, then with 2 thin slices of tomato, then a layer
of prosciutto or salami. Drizzle with some more olive oil and
top with a third slice of bread. Using a serrated knife, remove
the crusts and slice into rectangles, about 1 1/2 inches wide
by 3 inches long. Repeat with another 9 slices of bread.

PARMESAN CRUSIED CHICKEN

Nachos are a college staple and, for this recipe, you only
need a microwave. I found it in a book that I received when
I went to college called Young & Hungry by Dave Lieberman, but it can also be found on epicurious.com.

1/2 cup Hellmann's or Best
Foods Real Mayonnaisb
1/4 cup grated Parmesan
cheese
4 boneless, skinless chicken
breast halves (about 1 1/4
lbs.)

4 tsp. Italian seasoned dry
bread crumbs
Preheat oven to 425°
In medium bowl, combine
Hellmann's or Best Foods Real
Mayonnaise and cheese. On

baking sheet, arrange chick
en. Evenly top with mayon
naise mixture and sprinkle
with bread crumbs. Bake 20
minutes or until chicken is
thoroughly cooked. Series
four.

NO CAR NEEDED!
UNLIMITED BUS & TROLLEY RIDES ONLY

1

STUDENT SEMESTER PASS
ON SALE NOW AT THE
UC TICKET OFFICE

I

AUGUST 20 - SEPTEMBER 28. 2007

• AAA Approved Auto Repair Facility
• ASE Certified Master Technicians
(Awarded Blue Seal of Excellence)
• Same Day Service
• Exact Estimates Given Prior to Repair
• Shuttle Service Available
• Extended Warranty Contracts Honored
• Towing Available for Repairs, 7/24
Serving San Diego Since 1976

Convoy w**
Auto Repair

858-560-9131

www.convoyautorepair.com
wwyv.sdmts.com www sdimts.com www.sdmts.comwww.sdmts.con

3909 Convoy, San Diego
(In the Aero Convoy Automotive Center, South of Home Depot Expo/Target Shopping Center)
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Opinionworthy:

OPINION
Alex Antone

Opinion Editor

"In a free country we punish men for crimes they commit
but never for the opinions they have."

aantone@usdvista.com

Red power ties and little white lies
A social commentary on "getting ahead"
I've heard that uncontrollable
fits of rage and man-boobs are
probably not attributes any USD
lady is looking for. Rosie Ruiz
won the 1980 Boston Marathon
by jumping into the race a mere
mile before the finish line. Per
haps I could declare to Mandy
that I was, in fact, already her
BY ALEX ANTONE
boyfriend and skip the dating
OPINION EDITOR
process all together!
I realized that looking to
So there's this girl in my econ sports for guidance was getting
class; let's call her "Mandy." I me nowhere, but if there's one
knew from the first moment she thing I've learned through my
walked in the door that we had 21 years of experience with
a connection, but unfortunately women, it's that chicks dig con
for me, the 12 other guys sit fidence. So I decided to ask my
ting next to me believed they father, the most successful and
had a connection too. The odds confident man I know, how he
were definitely not in my favor. gets that extra boost of confi
How on earth was I supposed to dence when it really counts.
compete with the fashionably "Viagra, son," he responded.
dressed and ultra good-looking "Viagra."
men that USD has to offer?
I don't remember much after
1 needed an edge, something eliciting that response from my
to separate me from the rest of dad, but I do remember feeling
the pack. From that moment on, like Rosie O'Donnell had put
I set out on a quest to empower barbeque sauce on my brain
myself above everyone else, but and tossed it around like a salad
I knc%r I was going to need some before waking up 20 minutes
help along the way.
later, lying on the couch with
For example, there are plenty a cold washcloth over my fore
of examples in American sports head. I clarified my statement
of players and coaches looking to my father, asking how he
to give themselves an advan achieved extra confidence in
tage. Bill Belichick, head coach life, and he told me that when
of the New England Patriots, going into an important busi
videotaped his opponent's sig ness meeting, he usually wore a
nals in order to know in advance red "power tie."
what plays were going to be
I was a bit disappointed after
called. I ruled this method out as learning that a red "power tie"
a possibility, however, because has no similarities to a green
videotaping Mandy might give "power ring," the weapon that
off a bit too much of a creepy, the Green Lantern uses to fight
stalker vibe similar to the guy evil across the galaxy, but was
in "American Beauty." I looked pleasantly surprised to learn that
into taking steroids in order to in a red power tie is generally accrease my physical prowess, but cepted as a symbol of virility in

Fairy Tale Nonsense

American culture. I knew this
was the answer—I knew it would
work. I imagined walking into
economics wielding the power
of the tie. The women swoon,
the men cheer, the professor
asks me to teach the class!
Once I arrived at Fashion
Valley mall, I walked into the
nearest department store and
immediately headed for the
menswear section. "I'll take
the reddest and most powerful
power tie that this store has to
offer!"
"Sure thing, chief. That'll be

$200."
I was at an all-time low
when I arrived at my apart
ment. My roommate, a seventh
year senior, asked me what was
wrong and I told him my whole
woeful tale. "Without that tie,
Mandy'11 never even notice I'm
there! She'll never know how
I feel!" I sobbed and I sobbed
as my roommate went to the
fridge, cracked open another
beer, and told me something I'll
never forget.
"Dude, quit acting like an
idiot. You really think a tie is
going to make a difference?
Everyone these days is trying to
find the easy way out; what ever
happened to honest hard work
and determination? If you want
something bad enough, and you
work hard for it, chances are it's
going to happen. The world is
for you, not against. In sports,
in the classroom, and in life,
let your strength of character
be your edge, because frankly,
any other way would just sour
whatever you were after in the
first place."
Dang. My roommate is a
smart guy.

Harry S. Truman on "free speech."

The Vista: It's yours, too

BY MALLORY
NACHTSHE1M
EDITOR IN CHIEF
As if we ail aren't feeling
busy enough with the start
of the new school year, I
am going to add another
item to your list of things
to think about. As your
new Editor in Chief, I ask
you to consider this:
Let's make The Vista
different this year. Let's
build community among
the people at USD. Wheth
er it's reading, writing or
submitting letters to the
editor or story ideas, we
want you to be involved in
creating a better Vista.
One of the foundations
of The Vista is to serve as
a public forum of ideas.
The .paper is a place where

people can voice their in
formed opinion. It is also
here to give you informa
tion about what's going on
around campus and the San
Diego area.
We welcome story ideas;
please let us know when
your organization or club
has an event happening.
We'll do our best to send
writers to cover it.
We also welcome your
opinions. We need your
participation in order to
create this forum of ideas.
So write us a letter; let us
know what you have to
say.
This year, we want
you to be involved. Any
student can write for The
Vista, regardless of major
or experience. It is a great
opportunity to learn about
journalism and shape your
campus newspaper.
So come see us! We're
waiting to hear your ideas.
Help us make The Vista
something you love to read
every Thursday.
We're looking forward
to your face in UC i 14B.
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See something you don't?
Have an opinion on
anything at all?

BY GUEST ARTIST GEORGE YANG

Write a letter to the editor
and see your name in print!

Letters can be sent to:
aantone@usdvista.com
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E-Phones: Please try your call again later
BY MARK HEISEY
CHIEF COPY EDITOR

As I was walking from
Copley to the Vistas on
Thursday evening, a sign on
one of the campus' emer
gency phones - the one at
the bottom of the steps going
from Founders to the Immaculata - caught my attention. It
read, "E-phone out of service.
In case of emergency, walk
to the public safety office
behind Hughes or call (619)
260-2222."

The first thing that struck
me was the absurdity of the
sign's instructions. It may

as well have read, "In case of
emergency, start screaming." In
fact, the sign almost seemed to
me like some kind of prank.
I immediately saw the fact
that one of the emergency
phones was out of order as a
serious problem needing to be
fixed, and so I was shocked
when the weekend came and
went and the sign remained.
According to Rebecca Torres
from the department of public
safety, public safety officers
frequently test the hundreds of
emergency phones on campus.
As soon as a phone is deter
mined not to be working, which
can occur because of the age of

the phone, a faulty part or most
frequently, the weather, public
safety calls telecommunica
tions, which is responsible for
the maintenance of the phones.
The usual length of time for
telecommunications to have the
phone repaired or replaced, as
the case may necessitate, can be
anywhere from one to four days,
according to Torres.
I spoke with Tina Wing from
telecommunications, who insist
ed that the emergency phones
are a top priority for them. Ac
cording to Wing, Telecom can
inspect a phone that has been
reported damaged within four
hours, and have it repaired or

replaced soon afterward, except
in the extremely rare case that
public safety does not have a
replacement phone in stock.
The fact that the party respon
sible for fixing our emergency
phones claims that a broken
phone can be fixed or replaced
in hours, yet can neglect a phone
for five days or more, is distress
ing. If a student were to have a
serious emergency and needed
to use an emergency phone, it
would be tragic and unaccept
able for that phone to have been
out of order for five days prior.
When
something
tragic
occurs in this country, everyone
jumps to point out the reasons

why we should have seen
it coming. Phones that are
reportedly easily fixed
or
replaced but have not been
repaired is the kind of neg
ligence that would make the
university appear culpable in
the case of a violent crime on
campus.
Fixing a broken emer
gency phone should be a top
priority, as everyone 1 spoke
to insists that it is. But an outof-order sign taped on one of
the phones all weekend is a
sign that the phones are not as
high a priority as they should
be. An avoided tragedy might
just be a phone call away.

Debate rages over the new standard of televised media
Sex and violence take over pnmetime
BY LUCAS MIGUEL
STAFF WRITER

Television is an ever-changing
medium, and with the advent of
TiVo, DVDs, satellite and cable
TV, broadcasters have decided
it's time for a change. Up until
recently a timeslot voluntarily
reserved for family-friendly
programming, a.k.a. "Family
Hour," could be found on most
broadcasting networks, such as
Fox and ABC, from 8 to 9 p.m.
Many members of our parents'
generation will reminisce fondly
over' the timeslot that was once
reserved for "The Wonderful
World of Disney" and other
family-oriented shows, though
today they might be a little more
than shocked if they tuned in at
the same time expecting to see
Mickey Mouse.
B ut why have things changed ?
Shows like "24" are immensely
popular, though they are a far
cry from child-friendly.
In short, broadcasters believe
that it is parental involvement
and
blocking
technologies
like the V-chip that should be
coming into play, not more FCC
regulations.
Due to the way the system
is set up, they currently have
almost free reign on what they
air because of the sheer number
of channels that'can be offered
and because the FCC can only
regulate that which is on public
channels. They believe that
with viewing options like TiVo,
DVDs and hundreds of channels
on cable/satellite, the alterna
tives are seemingly endless.
There's got to be something else
to watch, right?
According to the Cable Ad
vertising Bureau, cable penetra
tion into American households is
84%, and that suggests that there
might just be something else to
watch during this early prime-

"Flat buns" serves an
order of controversy
BY MAGGIE KLOS
STAFF WRITER

ZENAWOZNIAK/THE VISTA

Students weigh-in on the ethics of the "idiot box."

time lineup. The prominent net
works (ABC, CBS, FOX, NBC,
etc.) seem to be specifically the
target of the onslaught of the
proposed regulations. Why? I
feel that this is most likely for
two reasons:
Most of our parents genera
tion grew up with the "family
hour," and this influences their
reasoning because, hey, ABC
used to air Disney program
ming, so during that hour they
must have something on appro
priate for kids to watch.
Also, because these channels
have been around practically
since the advent of the televi
sion, and because the local
iterations of these corporations
(ABC Channel 10) are part of
the local programming package
that is required by basic cable,
virtually everyone has these
channels.
Because there are so many al
ternatives, does that mean more
regulations are the solution? I
for one find it's a delicate line to

walk for broadcasters. I believe
that the parents certainly have
a responsibility to control what
their children watch, but when
sex can be paraded and violence
can be flaunted at increasingly
earlier hours, especially with
suggestive commercials like
Axe body spray tending to be
aired at any given hour, it is be
coming hard to find a channel,
and even harder to find a time,
when "questionable behavior"
isn't being broadcast.
With all the drugs, sex and
violence, the sheer indecency
of it all cheapens the experience
and makes me less inclined to
watch a particular channel.
In a nutshell, with all of the
many, many options that people
have nowadays, I don't think
that broadcasters should have a
designated family hour, but that
doesn't mean they shouldn't
clean up their act, or at the very
least keep it from getting any
worse.

When an hour of TV
consists of 20 minutes of
advertisement, commercials
come to be perhaps the
most annoying aspect of our
ever-growing media spec
tacle. Occasionally a com
mercial comes on the air
that is bearable to watch; in
fact, it may even be some
thing to look forward to and
becomes as exciting as the
television show one may
be watching. Carl's Jr. has
recently achieved this huge
accomplishment with their
entertaining "Flat Buns"
commercial, but naturally,
any great media accomplish
ment is followed by even
greater media backlash.
The "Flat Buns" com
mercial features two young
students who break out in
rap about their teacher's
"flat buns." The teacher in
the commercial is a young
twenty something blond,
in a bun hugging skirt,
which accentuates her ex
treme "flat buns." As the
boys break out in their rap,
the teacher throws down
her blonde hair and begins
dancing on top of her desk
in what some are claiming
to be an extremely promis
cuous way. The commercial
is promoting the Carl's Jr.
new patty melt that features
flat buns instead of the
typical hamburger bun. This
ad comes from the same
company who produced
the infamous Paris Hilton

commercial, in which Hilton
washed a car herself while
dancing in a barely there bath
ing suit, all while promoting
the spicy BBQ burger.
Some found this new "flat
buns" commercial humorous
and entertaining, but many
found it shocking and inap
propriate. Teachers especially
have voiced outrage about
the commercial, according to
msnbc.com. The website re
ports that this outrage has led
Carl's Jr. to release an edited
version of the commercial
without the teacher and simply
consisting of the boys rapping
about flat buns.
However, still many sup
port the commercial. The
commercial is nothing more
than a form of entertainment
publicity; it is geared towards
teenagers, and is successful in
gaining their attention, which
highly differs from most of the
mediocre and lackluster com
mercials that run on the air.
The commercial is highly
imaginative; when the teacher
begins dancing, lights begin
flashing making it clear that
this is not an actual situation,
but rather just a fantasy for
these two young students.
Today when a large amount
of the media is overanalyzed
for its sexual context and how
it may be damaging to the
youth of our society, this com
mercial should be left alone.
It should be taken with a
grain of salt and seen as noth
ing more than a comical rap
about the newest invention at
Carl's Jr.
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How far is too far in creative writing?
BY TEDDY VALOVSKA
STAFF WRITER

I was on a dreaded red-eye flight
when I met a girl who attended Virginia
Tech. Even though she wasn't present
during the shooting, her eyes trembled
with tears as she recounted the deaths
of her three best friends. This personal
encounter with an actual student of Vir
ginia Tech really made me think about
the shootings.
As I looked for more information,
I discovered that the shooter, SeungHui Cho, had a violent history. He was
known as a loner to other students and
as a disturbed writer to professors.
Throughout his college career, Cho
had continuously submitted plays
and papers of a malicious nature. The
content was blighted with rape scenes,
excessive profanity and death. He even
wrote a paper in which the main char
acter plans a school shooting. After
writing this assignment, professors
became worried. As a result, Cho was

temporarily hospitalized for mental
health treatment and later treated as an
outpatient.
In hindsight, one of the main con
cerns with this case was Cho's writing.

question is, should a writer's words be
limited by the same social restrictions?
Creative writing.is a form of freedom
of speech; it is protected by law. What
matters in this case is the intentions of

Creative writing is a form of freedom of speech;
it is protected by law. What matters is the inten
tions of the writer's words.
Freedom of speech is crucial to any
functioning society. However, even
though we have freedom of speech, we
still restrict our words in social situa
tions.
We have a mental filter that process
es our words before we say them. We
don't say everything we feel, despite
the fact that we have that right. Socially,
we know what to say and what to avoid
saying. We know what words hurt and
therefore to avoid saying them. Now the

a writer's words, whether they cause
laughter or pain. Sci-fi and horror story
authors write books with frightening
themes and daunting topics. However,
they are written with talent and thus
don't convey a certain carnal fear that
Cho's writings contained.
True novelists write with a passion
to entertain or inform the reader. Cho's
writings were neither entertaining nor
informative, but rather served as a
warning about events to come. Stephen

King even discredited Cho's stories as
literary in an article for Entertainment
Weekly, saying that "He was too dim to
think up such a scenario on his own."
Writing should be free, yes; it should
serve as a means of expression. But real
writing conveys a message or amuses
the reader. Cho based his plays on the
Columbine High School shooting, not
to express his feelings over what hap
pened, but rather to threaten his profes
sors and fellow students. His X-rated
themes were written to disgust and
revolt the reader, while also targeting
females.
This is what is inappropriate and
morally unethical—he used his writing
to push people away, to make people
fear him.
Writing is a powerful, expressive
tool. There should be no limits to writ
ing, unless it is written with hatred
towards the targeted audience. Creative
writing is meant to be a freedom, and
should only be reined in when it be
comes a danger to those who read it.

Aquaculture in San Diego might not be so aquafriendly
BY CAITLIN SCULLY
-

STAFF WRITER

Living in a coastal community, San
Diegans should be concerned with the
productivity of their oceans. The ocean
is an integral part of our culture and ra
diates through many aspects of our ev
eryday lives. It is important for coastal
residents to have knowledge about the
environmental issues that affect the
body of water right outside their doors.
With the changing status of the world
ocean, the topic of aquaculture is often
in the news. How do these changes affect
us? San Diego is a prime recreational
and commercial fishing location, so the
status of local fish stocks is always of
concern.
San Diego is home to the Carlsbad
Aqua Farm, which specializes in com
mercial shellfish. Hubbs-SeaWorld Re
search Institute's Leon Raymond Hub
bard Jr. Marine Fish Hatchery is also
located in Carlsbad. It is an expansion
of the Ocean Resources Enhancement

and Hatchery Program that has been
working with the Hubbs-SeaWorld re
searchers to improve aquaculture tech
niques. Since 1983, Hubbs-SeaWorld
Research Institute has released over 1.2
million white sea bass into Southern
California waters. The white sea bass is
a targeted game species whose numbers
have declined substantially.
With so many fish stocks in decline,
one may automatically assume that
marine farming is the answer. When
managed properly, aquaculture can
produce a high fish yield with minimal
environmental impacts. If not managed
properly, aquaculture farms can wreak
havoc on the environment.
An aquaculture farm can be thought
of as a system with inputs and outputs.
What you put into your system will
impact the output your system produc
es. The necessary inputs for the average
aquaculture fish farm are as follows:
an area to grow, antibiotics, feed, clean
oxygenated water and seed stock (fish).
The output from the system is the har-

vested biomass.
Many people think it ends there, but
outputs can also include solid waste
(scales, feces, dead organic matter),
unused feed, fish that have died, fish
that have escaped and deoxygenated
dirty water.
If the aquaculture farm is in a pro
tected area with minimal flushing
from tides and currents (which they
often are), all of these negative out
puts can quickly cause a vast array of
environmental problems. Solid waste
could build up below the fish pens and
completely change the sea bottom or
benthic environment. If the benthos is
altered, the effects could span the entire
water column. Antibiotics and growth
hormone laced feed could be consumed
by other organisms.
Escaped "Franken-fish" can often
out-compete native fish stocks, result
ing in a situation in which the escaped
fish may breed with local stocks and
alter the gene pool. Organic waste can
be carried for long distances and could

end up on beaches.
These potential problems just skim
the surface of the many issues associ
ated with marine farms, but they can all
be prevented through better manage
ment practices.
In recent years, advances in aquacul
ture pen construction have helped create
large floating oceanic pens. These off
shore platforms are large enough to hold
whole schools of tuna while still being
strong enough to withstand inclement
oceanic weather.
The pens eliminate many of the
coastal aquaculture problems because
there is sufficient oceanic flushing to
dilute the waste. Aquaculture does solve
some problems, but also creates others,
as is the case with any environmental
"solution."
In upcoming years technology will
bring more efficient and environmen
tally friendly aquaculture farms to meet
the constant demand. Some of these
advances could be created right here in
San Diego, so keep an eye out.

Move over Barry Bonds, you have company: the New England Patriots
BY BRUCE BROWN

made sense at the time because there
were about as many incarcerated
STAFF WRITER
players as there were on the field, so
What has this world come to? Just America started to look for it's next
after we were forced to watch Paris NFL team. The St. Louis Rams won
Hilton on CNN as breaking news, not the Super Bowl to start the 2000s.
Unfortunately for them, no one
for her CD coming out, but for selling
her sex tape, the New England Pa cares about the Rams, and half of
triots sabotage the National Football America thinks that they are still in
Los Angeles. Then America thought,
League.
"more
jailbirds?" when the Ravens
According to ESPN.com, "NFL
were
the
next to hoist The Lombardi
commissioner Roger Goodell has
determined that the New England Trophy.
But finally, descending from the
Patriots violated league rules Sunday
heavens
came a team that America
when they videotaped defensive sig
nals by the New York Jets' coaches." could love like her own. The Patriots
What they did was cheat; a deliberate, even had an all-American boy in Tom
Brady. Three Super Bowls in four
conscious breaking of the rules.
It has been a decade since Ameri years, and the players even took the
ca's last football team, the Cowboys, team approach, lead by their averagestarted having their parties in jail. It Joe sweat-pants-wearing coach. It ap

peared to be a dynasty that was going
to last. It seemed almost too good to be
true, and it was. On Sept. 9, the NFL
dropped a Barry Bonds bomb on me.
Now America is forced back to
where we started with baseball, look
ing at the past with an asterisk. Did
they cheat last year? ESPN released
a statement from Green Bay Packers
president Bob Harlan confirming that
a similar incident had occurred when
the Patriots played at Lambeau Field
last November. Did they cheat to win
the Super Bowls? Not only have the
Patriots tainted themselves, they've
tainted my beloved NFL.
To put it simply for those who don't
obsess over sports, it would be like
seeing the mid-term or final before the
test day. If I were that student, I would
be kicked out of school. That is how

serious of an infraction the Patriots
have made.
Sports, to me, have been about welltrained athletes who can perform phe
nomenal feats that the average Ameri
can can only dream about. Sports have
the capacity to unite people from dif
ferent social backgrounds by support
ing a common goal. With all the pres
sure put on teams to win, sports have
lost the integrity of fair competition.
As a sports fan it is heartbreak
ing. Steroids in baseball should have
taught every athlete how cheating can
ruin the integrity of the game. Now it
seems the norm is cheating. The Patri
ots have let America down. Over the
next few weeks, people will question
what the Patriots did, and how long
they've been doing it. But the burning
question on my mind? "Who's next?"
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3785 OCEAN FRONT WALK
#3 Two-Level Condos!
•Chic Interiors
• Offered From $1,895,000

3275 OCEAN FRONT WALK
•Only 5 Studios Left!!
•Just Steps From The Sand
•Offered From $498,500
Best Value in Mission Beach!
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USD GOES ABROAD
BY DAVINA COADY
FEATURE EDITOR
JENNAJAY
ASST. FEATURE EDITOR

JAMAICA
Reaching beyond the tourist
beaches, high-rise hotels and
hopping nightclubs students
from USD experienced a dif
ferent side of Jamaica this past
summer.
For the second year in a
row, 20 students traveled to
Duncans, Jamaica to immerse
themselves in the everyday
culture of Jamaica. While at
tending classes about the Black

Atlantic and Afro-Caribbean
Literature, students also helped
the surrounding community
with various service projects
According to Dr. Rafik Mohamed, the Jamaica program
director, the program was
originally created in 2005 with
the focus of making students
aware of the rich culture the
Caribbean has to offer. He also
wanted to make students aware
of the effects colonization and
imperialism had on Jamaica.
Thanks to a donation from
Vice President of Student
Affairs Carmen
Vasquez,
Mohamed's goals were made
possible and the students were
able to see two "great houses"

Duncans

which
are
former
plantations worked by
slaves. The donation
paid for a chartered bus
and admission into the
homes.
Mohamed says the
best educational experi
ence offered to the stu
dents was giving them
the ability to meet and
talk with the Jamaican
people in the surround
ing community.
Many students built
relationships with the
cook and housekeeper
at each of the homes in
which they stayed and
COURTESY OF RAFIK MOHAMED
were invited into the Two Jamaican childen play at a church in Duncans.
community by the na
the day with 64 Jamaican in Jamaica, said.
tives.
For the last three days stu
"It was a touching gesture to young women, age nine to 16,
me; these people don't really who had been thrown out of dents spent time studying and
interact with tourists that way," their homes for one reason or relaxing at The Rock House,
a hotel in Negril. At the hotel
Mohamed said.
another.
To get involved with help
"I really enjoyed the won classes were still held, except
ing the Jamaican people, stu derful opportunity to learn and this time by the ocean. Stu
dents visited the Girls Place of study the culture, history and dents had time to reflect over
Safety, a lockdown help center people of Jamaica," Jessica their time spent in Duncans
for young girls. Students spent Krueger, a junior who studied before returning to San Diego.

LIFEACROSS THE BORDER

DAVINA COADYAHE VISTA

Senior Megan Lenahan holds an orphan boy at Casa de Hogar, an
orphanage in Guadalajara, Mexico.

MEXICO
Just across the border from
San Diego lies Mexico, a coun
try that offers a totally different
language, lifestyle and culture
for students to experience.
As the oldest study abroad
program at USD, the Guada
lajara, Mexico program is also

the most popular, with 204
USD students and 23 students
from other schools in the city
this past summer.
The Guadalajara program
was first created in 1963 with
the help of Dr. Gil Oddo. Oddo
took students to Guadalajara
to study political science and
Spanish.

Since then, the program has
exploded, offering more than
30 classes,
ranging from
religious
studies to
business, at
the Instituto
Tecnologico
y de Estudios
Superiores
Occidente
de
(ITESO).
During the summer,
classes were held on
campus Monday through
Thursday with excursions set
up on the weekends for stu
dents. Students were given
the chance to see and explore
Mexico City, Puerto Vallarta,
Guanajuato and Michoacan on
tours set up by the program.
Students could also set up their
own mini-vacations if they
chose.
"The weekend to Guanajua
to is a must," Alejandro Cer
vantes, a junior who studied in
Guadalajara said.
While in Guadalajara stu
dents experienced a total im
mersion program, staying with
Mexican host families through
out the city. The host families
spoke Spanish only, which al
lowed for students to encounter
a culture from a different per
spective than their own.
"I think the most important
thing I learned was the ac
ceptance of other cultures,"

Cervantes said. "I've always
tried living by that standard
but until you actually go to an
other country, for six-weeks or
a whole semester and immerse
yourself in that culture, it's
really difficult to actually un
derstand how other people live
in other parts of the world."
On
the
pro
gram
students

were also highly encouraged to
get involved in the communitybased activities offered. Every
week students were given the
opportunity to sign up to visit
children at the orphanage, Casa
Hogar, or visit patients in a
cancer hospital.
Next summer, the program *
plans to expand even further.
The program now has a con
sortium agreement with the
University of Arizona. The two
universities plan to work to
gether to develop more classes
and to increase the number of
professors and students attend
ing the study abroad.

DAVINA C0ADY/THE VISTA

Senior Matt Martinez plays with an orphan child at Casa de Hogar.
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Over the summer students traveled the globe for
educational, cultural and life-changing experiences
ENGLAND
Home to William Shake
speare, JRR Tolkein and
Charles Dickens, London,
England offered an en
riching
experience
this past summer to
USD students inter
ested in literature
and theatre.
Traveling half
way across
the world,
11
students
im' mersed
them
selves
in
all London
j had
to
offer.
T h e y
watched 10 plays
and embarked on excursions
around the city.
Some days class wasn't held

in a building, but rather in vari
ous cultural facilities around
London. Students took lec
tures in theatres, museums and
during walks around the city.
"London is a rich, provoca
tive cultural city, especially in
the theatre," Dr. David Hay,
London program director, said
Students stayed at Queen
Mary University, and attended
class from Monday through
Friday. For the weekends stu
dents were free to travel around
England at their own expense.
Although the program had
20 open spots, only 11 stu
dents went. With the smaller
numbers, Hay claimed that
the students received a much
more intimate experience in
London.
Next year, Hay plans on ex
panding the program drastical
ly, as they have done every year
prior, and offer five classes.
Next summer the program will
be adding a political science

COURTESY OF DAVID HAY

USD students Florie Clark, Christin e Fitial, Kathleen Fitzgerald, Meg
Bechtel, Kristen Ford, Dana Rucci, Andrew Steele, Josh Pontsler,
Soroya Rowley and Bryan Bertone in London, England.

class, a communication stud
ies class and an ethics class.
Because of these additions, the
program will also take more
than 20 students.
Hay hopes more students
will take the opportunity to
study abroad. He feels that
even though computers allow
the world to be at our fingers,

students should take the time
and money to experience a dif
ferent culture firsthand.
"I think every college stu
dent, no matter their financial
status, should find a way to
tour Europe at least once
before they graduate," junior
Soroya Rowley, who studied
in London, said.

"I think every college student,
no matter their financial status, should find
a way to tour Europe at least once
before they graduate."
Junior Soroya Rowley
COURTESY OF JUSTIN KISNER

FRANCE
Located in the Southeast
comer of France, Aix-enProvence is immersed in rich
culture and history, making it a
perfect place for students inter
ested in French to travel to.
Over the summer, 23 USD
students went to study abroad for
six weeks in Aix-en-Provence.
Three classes were
provided for the '
students, with two
of them being taught
by USD professors and the
third one being offered by the
Institute for American Univer
sities.
The program was originally
created in 2000 to comple
ment the intensive first year
language program that French
classes used to follow. Because
students taking French are no
longer on the intensive program,
they have less of an opportunity
to learn French at USD.
That's
where
Aix-enProvence summer study abroad
comes in, allowing students to
practice French while living
with their host families.

"They speak French every
day of their stay because they
live in families, whereas in
the regular semester program
at USD students focus more
on grammar, and... they don't
really get the chance to speak
French in class," Dr. Richard

Stroik, professor of French at
USD, said.
Stroik also emphasizes that
unlike the old cliche promises,
the French are not nasty, but
rather warm and welcoming.
The French families are very
interested in the American cul
ture and enjoy asking the stu
dents questions to find out more

about the American lifestyle.
"I think the family dinners
at my home (in France) and
the conversations I had with
people were what I remem
ber the most," senior Danny
Riley said.
With the bullet train at their
fingertips, students also had
the opportunity to arrange to
travel around Europe.
One option is the bullet
train gave students
access to Paris and
neighboring coun
tries, such as Italy
and Spain.
On the weekends,
students were also
encouraged to con
tact Student Travel
Association to find
travel packages to
fly all around France
and the rest of Europe.
STA .is known for their
good prices on flights.
Next summer the pro
gram plans on expanding by
adding a photography class to
the courses currently offered.
A photography class would be
an ideal fit for the picturesque
landscape of France.

Senior Justin Kisner with children in a township outside of Durban.

SOUTH AFRICA

coordinators partook. The safari
took students to places such as
Exploring the depths of Botswana and Zimbabwe.
South Africa via foot and
Among historical places
safari was part of 23 students' students visited was Robben
summer this year, as the Island, where Nelson Mandela
South Africa traveling study was a political prisoner for a
abroad program once again number of years. Students re
came underway.
ceived a personal tour and in
The South Africa program, terview with a former prisoner
offered at USD every other of the Island who was tortured
year, is an opportunity for in his time of imprisonment.
students to earn political sci
Dr. Williams also led the
ence or history credit while group to a rural area in Kwainvestigating assets and issues Zulu-Natal where he and his
of the country. The course is wife did research a number of
led by Drs. Mike Williams years ago, and the "go-go" (or
and James Gump.
"grandma" in Zulu) fixed dinner
According to program
.
for the entire
coordinator Williams, the
N _
group.
course starts off in Cape
Town, South Africa, with
students studying its history ,
and political issues.
Students travel next to
the city Durban and rural
areas on the east coast, and,
for the last week or so of the
program, to Johannesburg.
An optional safari was of
fered to students at the end
of the three-week course, in
which 12 students and both

South Africa
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COURTESY OF SILVIA METZGER

USD students Lorena Saucedo, Joshua Winters, Amanda Wagenback, Amanda Jessie, Casey Jones, Oliver Wooley, Luke Di Pietro
and Kristina Tomlin in downtown Perugia.

PERUGIA

Proving that Italy is more
than wine and gelato, Perugia,
in the Umbria region of Italy,
hosted another study abroad
program this past summer.
The
intensive
language
course gave students the oppor
tunity for immersion into Italian
lifestyle. From living together
to weekend trips, students spoke
Italian with each other every day
to improve their understanding
of the culture and language.
For junior Josh Winters,
studying Italian in its native
country was the best part of his
time abroad.
"Just being able to experi
ence it from that perspective
within the country itself was
really cool because it doesn't

necessarily translate from a
textbook," Winters said.
Dr. Susan Briziarelli, who
started the Perguia program
several years ago, also sees
the worth in visiting Italy. Ac
cording to Briziarelli, the best
moments of studying abroad
are times when students get
excited when they finally see
connections from what they
read to what they see.
Students studying abroad in
Perugia lived in Hotel Sacro
Cuore, a restored 19th century
building.
"A lot of times we held class
outside because the hotel we
stayed in was on top of a hill
and it was nice to be able to sit
outside and enjoy the sunshine
and gorgeous views," junior
Casey Jones said.

FTORENCE
AND ROME
Classes in pizzerias, antiglobalization marches and trips
to the luscious Amalfi coast
weren't all the Florence and
Rome study abroad program
had to offer to 12 USD students
this past summer.
The program, in its first year
at USD, focused on Italian
literature through reading and
traveling through Italy. Students

spent the first half of the pro
gram in Rome and the second
half in Florence.
Classes convened in pizzerias
and in the breakfast room of a
hotel, while guest speakers and
travel also served as learning
mechanisms for students.
"There were amazing speak
ers and great opportunities to
visit the U.S. Embassy," senior
Janelle Abaoag said. "The first
weekend of the program we
were given the chance to go to

the Amalfi coast and Capri. On
other weekends students went
to Florence, Venice and Cinque
Terre."
While in a foreign country
studying the language and cul
ture, students and professors
experienced America from a
different perspective.
Some students attended a
Rolling Stones concert in Rome,
while others witnessed an antiglobalization march triggered
by President Bush's arrival in
Rome.
Dr. Eren Branch, one of the
program coordinators, observed
the protest.
"There were hundreds of
thousands of people protest
ing George Bush, the war in
Iraq, protesting globalization,"
Branch said. "Police were wear
ing shields and helmets."
Senior Jonnie Veach was in
Assisi at the time of the protest,
but felt the repercussions once
he returned to Rome.
"Apparently our hotel had to
close and lock their gates...Bank
windows were broken into, and
there was graffiti everywhere.
It was pretty intense to see, but
luckily we were out of Rome
that weekend," Veach said.
The Florence and Rome
summer study abroad program
is not offered on a regular basis,
but may be available to students
again during Intersession 2009.
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"One of the few good things about modern times: If you
diehorriblyo ntelevision,y o uwilln o thavediedi n vain.
You will have entertained us"

swoolley@usdvista.com

San Diego Community Guide: East Village
Hipping the high-minded

twtr-,

BY SAM WOOLLEY
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
Hi folks, welcome to the
Arts and Culture section. My
name is Woolley and I'm here
to explain to the very compli
cated ins and outs of you what
you can expect to see in my tit
illating slice of newspaper this
year. Here you can read about
the latest and greatest albums,
films, books, restaurants, ce
lebrity BS, and anything else
in the realm of entertainment.
Today I figured I'd abstain
from boring you with my rudi
mentary opinions on the world
and tell you what will be ap
pearing weekly.
We'll take a trip into a local's
San Diego with our Commu
nity Spotlight each week this
year. The best clothing stores,
restaurants, book stores, gal
leries, and coffee shops will be
hit up by our writers and the
beans shall be spilled, much
to the dismay of hipsters and
tasteful snobs everywhere.
This week we did East Village,
which was cool. Check it out
if you enjoy sneakers and ice
cream.
There are some pretty hip
professors on campus, so we'll
be profiling the arts and cul
ture stuff that they are digging
at the time. Just sort of a way
to expand your horizons, you
know? Check out the piece on
the amazing Dr. Esteban Del
Rio.
Also, we have a bunch of in
terviews with cool bands set up
for this year. Those will prob
ably be worth taking a look at.
And by the way, if you love or
even like a band that is coming
to San Diego, come see me
and we'll try to get some free
tickets so you can do a review
and interview.
This week we've got articles
on the latest Britney Spears
conundrum, the 50th anniver
sary of Jack Kerouac's "On
the Road," the Kayne/50 Cent
rumpus, a Built to Spill show,
and the new Animal Collective
album. Hope you enjoy 'em.
Please send me your hate
mail and love letters.

BY SAM WOOLLEY
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
There's no better way to
kick off a series of inside
guides to San Diego com
munities than with good old
East Village. As this Eastern
district of downtown battles
with compulsory So-Cal
gentrification, the keen-eyed
have begun to notice an
influx of clandestine bou
tiques, restaurants, coffee
shops and all manner of other
nick nacks and paddy wacks.
So here's the internal scoop,
straight from the advice of
area shop owners and San
Diego locals. Godspeed!
Threads and Kicks
Here's what's cool about
East Village clothing shops:
Not only will the ladies and
gents find the latest "in"
fashion shiz, but they will
also be surprised to find a
plethora of stores catering to
the street wise, skateboarder
and bohemian. For the latest
limited edition sneaks and
kicks check out Blends (726
Market St.) or Attic II (520
Fifth Ave.). For the latest gear
from underground designers
from Japan to Stateside visit
Eric and Yumi at Unsteady
(626 Eighth Ave.), whose
sister boutique Steady you
can find over on Kettner
in Little Italy. Also worth
checking out are 5&A Dime
(828 G St.), which carries a
plethora of select clothing,

ALL PHOTOS BY SAM W00LLEY/THE VISTA

Top: Blends San Diego, a little slice of sneaker paradise. Bottom: The beautiful facade of Unsteady
Boutique, whose sister boutique, Steady, you can find on Kettner in Little Italy.

sneakers, toys and books, and
Buzz Clothing Warehouse
(630 10th Ave.), an up and
coming boutique for guys.

Grub
For ridiculously good baked
eats and soup head over to
Bread on Market (730 Market
St.). Pokez (947 E St.) serves
up some of the city's cheapest
and best vegetarian/vegan and
regular Mexican food in San
Diego, and yes, it is a hipster
haven and props to that. For a
solid breakfast or lunch, hit the
trustworthy Mission (1250 J

St.). It will heal your body and
soul after a night at the beach.
For a more upscale night out
try Cafe Chloe (729 Ninth
Ave.) or Red Pearl Kitchen
(440 J St.). The former catches
the French street cafe vibe
perfectly, and the latter serves
up something likened to bomb
diggaty drinks and Chinese
tapas. After the food coma has
passed, cruise over to Mondo
Gelato (435 10th Ave.) and
eat some super good Italian
ice. And when all's said and
done grab a glass at The Cask
Room (550 Park Blvd.).

Tea and Crumpets
To get your coffee/tea fix
there is no better place than
Cafe Noir (447 Ninth Ave.).
Hang out in the Zen garden
or play some chess with your
witty friends upstairs. Pan
nikin (675 G St.) doubles as
a coffee/tea shop and a store
for trinkets from around the
world.
Buy some pop-rice green
tea and a groovy Andean hat in
one fell swoop. Elan Organic
Coffees (1205 J St.) is the
place to pick up your organic
grounds or beans for the week.
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Freak out with Animal Collective CD
BY LINNETE MANRIQUE
STAFF WRITER
Animal Collective inhabits a strange
world. It is a world where primitive, in
nocent and energetic kids run wild in the
Amazon, creating odd cadences with the
tribal drums they carry, and communi
cating in manic screams and howls.
It is a world where the fringes and
boundaries of folk, noise-rock, twisted
psychedelic-pop and ambient drone
are crossed effortlessly and effectively.
Captivating albums, such as the play
ful acoustic affair, "Sung Tongs," and
2005's excellent "Feels" that veered
toward experimental ambience, have
been produced in this eccentric world,
and now comes "Strawberry Jam" - the
sixth album from the Baltimore-bred
quartet.
The suites of droning repetition, the
weird beats and trippy-howls remain
intact in "Strawberry Jam." Yet, it is also
the band's most melodic, most acces
sible release to date, and in many ways,
the most complex and layered.
Panda Bear (aka Noah Lennox) had
his breakout moment with the release
of his solo album "Person Pitch." Here,
however, he takes a backseat and allows
Avey Tare's (aka Dave Portner) peculiar
and versatile vocal style to take center
stage. Tare's distinctive singing - the

ability to go from a wild howl to a pierc
ing shriek - is one of the main strengths
of the album.
The opening track "Peacebone" is
bouncy and soaring at once. It employs
toyish instrumentation, childlike cho
ruses, odd sounds and textures akin to
circus music that appear regularly in later
songs. Its distorted keyboards stomp
along Tare's voice to create a backdrop
for a surreal story about a monster in a
maze and a "peacebone [that] got found
in the dinosaur wing."
Avey Tare screams every one or two
lines, backed by "whoo" vocals, in the
buzzed-out, distorted "For Reverend
Green," which then segues into the
strongest song of the album, "Fire
works." This is a beautifully executed
melody, with spacey dub elements and
soulful vocals that give the song a cel
ebratory air, but also a sense of nostalgia
and longing.
The last third of the album is short,
immediate and catchy. "Winter Wonder
Land" is pure fun with Tare asking the
tongue-in-cheek question: "But do you
COURTESY OF WWW.D0MIN0REC0RDC0.C0M
not believe you're dying just because
it gets you down?" This is followed Animal Collective explore a plethora of musical styles with their latest masterpiece
by the intense and bombastic "Cuckoo "Strawberry Jam."
In "Unsolved Mysteries" Tare sings: freak-outs are pleasing every music fan
Cuckoo," which indeed does leave the
listener feeling a bit cuckoo. The closer "Who should I please?/ I go to sleep out there. "Strawberry Jam" is every bit
"Derek" is a folkier, hypnotic tune sung worrying." But he need not worry. Their as fleshy, tangy and sweet as the jam that
complex experimental pop and chaotic graces its cover.
by Panda Bear.

Built to Spill melts faces at House of Blues show
BY MARK HEISEY
CHIEF COPY EDITOR
Riding the coattails of their eighth
major release, '.'You In Reverse," Indierock legends Built To Spill played to a
packed House Of Blues on Sept. 12.
The band began their set with the
track "Liar" from that album, ultimately
playing just three songs from the album,
including "Mess With Time" and "Wher
ever You Go." For the most part, the
show was a greatest hits performance
of songs from their previous releases,

such as "Perfect From Now On," "Keep
It Like A Secret" and "There's Nothing
Wrong With Love."
The band played deliberately, almost
haltingly at times. Lead singer Doug
Martsch alternated between looking frus
trated and lackadaisical as the band made
multiple major mistakes during "Stop
The Show." Martsch said hardly a word
the whole show besides "Thank you,"
which he inserted after every song.
The show did have some great mo
ments, however - one of them being
the intimate version of "Car" played by

Martsch and bassist Brett Nelson. Other
rewards included a drum break and me
lodic outro during the song "Strange," as
well as the insertion of "Nowhere Nothing ****-Up" from the band's out-of-print
debut "Ultimate Alternative Wavers" into
the set list.
After the last song of the band's set,
"Carry The Zero," Martsch, without
leaving the stage, said, "We are so out
of time, so- we're just going to play you
a little encore." The band then finished
with a ten-minute "Randy Described
Eternity," which ended by simply trailing

off innocently into the night.
While the show was a comprehensive
mix of songs from the band's repertoire,
Built To Spill could benefit by drawing
more hdavily from their latest release.
With the departure from the layered,
pensive ballads of "Perfect From Now
On," "Keep It Like A Secret" and "An
cient Melodies Of The Future" into the
epic rock anthems of "You In Reverse,"
as well as talk of work on a new album,
Built To Spill is forging ahead in the
studio, but on stage they are still stuck
playing ancient melodies of the past.

The trickle-down effect: know your USD staff
BY SAM WOOLLEY
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
Doctor Esteban Del Rfo
walks into his 10:45 Intro
duction to Media Studies
class with purpose: He
beelines for the computer,
opens iTunes and within
seconds his band of the
minute washes over the
speakers.
Today's pre-class appe
tizers include the layered
guitars of Built to Spill and
the croons of Neko Case;
tomorrow it might be
Ratatat's electrified beats
or T-monk and his piano.
Like his taste in music, his
classes are eclectic and at

tention grabbing, delivered
with focused passion.
Del Rfo hails from right
here in Linda Vista and got
his PhD from UMass-Amherst.
When not practicing his
gift as a master of commu
nications he enjoys hanging
with his wife and 21 monthold daughter Lucia, an avid
fan of Cat Power and The
Fruit Bats.
His hobbies include ab
staining from burning oil
by riding his single speed
bicycle nearly everywhere:
he's put only 300 miles on
his Volvo 240 since May.
Here is a list of the good
doctor's current favorites.

w
Tunes
Architecture in Helsinki,
the first three songs on the
new Wilco, Built to Spill's
"You in Reverse," Neko
Case, Arcade Fire and a
lot of bee-bop jazz: Monk,
Mingus, Roach etc.
Eats and Drinks
The Linkery in North
Park,
Saffron,
Gelato
Vero, Twiggs in University
Heights, the breakfast burrito at Hector's on Rosecrans - it blows anything
else out of the water.

Parting words of
Film
I really enjoyed "Once." wisdom
Ask good questions;
"Children of Men" blew me
see different stuff.
away.
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I've got the Terracide Blues
But fortunately
Becky Stark

in love with

BY SAM WOOLLEY
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
"I'd like to congratulate everyone for bringing peace
to planet earth," quoth Becky Stark as she stands before
a packed crowd at the San Diego House of Blues. She's
cute, looks like Alice in Wonderland with brown hair and
china-doll makeup, and is absurdly easy to fall in lov.e
with.
Becky's statement captures the
whole essence of the band she
fronts. Lavender Diamond. They
are fantastic, detached, charismatic,
loving, genuine, and together all at once.
They ignore, or are beautifully oblivious, to the
things that a normal band exists for and is. This is
what makes them so good, what defines them as true blue
eccentrics.
Stark is flanked on the left by Steve Gregoropoulos on
keys and Ron Rege Jr. on drums and tambourine. Grego
ropoulos looks like an erratic sage of a professor; he has
short grey hair and clenches his eyes shut with utmost
concentration when he chimes in backup vocals. Rege Jr.
wears a peach suit and sports long braids that hang over
either shoulder, he beats his drums with the zeal of a nubile
young blacksmith.

t :-W,
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On her right sits Devon Williams
on guitar, a sound new addition to the
Diamonds. Williams sips a Heineken
and directs his impish smile to each
member of the band in succession,
he's natural, talkative, and superduper fab on the old string thing.
It might be pertinent to add, after
all these dense descriptions, that
Lavender Diamond is one of the two
opening bands at this gig (the other
being Fancey, the side project of Ted
Fancey). They are not the headliner,
that title goes to the incredible New
Pornographers. A band headed by mu

sical masterminds A.C. (Carl) Newman
and Neko Case.
In my mind, however, Stark and her
friends perform in a manner that is im
possible to upstage. This being fairly
monumental due to the fact that the
New Pornographers are such an amaz
ing band, both live and in the studio.
Fancey plays well to, though with
a good deal less enthusiasm then the
other two bands. They have a sound
that combines the kitchyness of modern
indie folk-pop and the dreamy guitar of
70s progressive rock. Fancey himself
has a fantastic voice, kind of reminis

cent of Michael Stipe. They are original
and sanguine.
The New Pornographers, as one
might expect, play in a way that nearly
defies description. They are more on
than a band should humanly be, playing
each song as if it were the last.
Newman and Case are a perfectly
matched pair, their vocals built upon
one another, and each seems to know
what the other is going to do before they
do it. Much to his surprise, the crowd
sings Newman Happy Birthday during
a break at the bequest of Lavender
Diamond. There is a perfectly symbi-

otic relationship between band and
crowd.
After all is said and done, the
show over, crowd gone, Becky
Stark is probably dreaming of
world peace on top of the big rock
candy mountain in her hotel bed.
Is this Corny? In most senses
yes, though Stark wouldn't care.
She and her band live in a world
where cornyness does not matter,
where terracide doesn't exist, and
where everyone can be themselves
without being ridiculed. And that,
is why they stole the show.

Editor's Picks

Top Chef

Lavender Diamond

Right now, the only show
that gets my goat is Top
Chef. Its the only reality
show that I can watch,
though it does little to
boost my confidence in
the kitchen.

If an opening act can enamour
me to a degree such as this,
they must be doing something
right. Lavender Diamond
creates an opening for itself
in the music scene with its
original kitcchy folk pop
sound.

Big Kitchen
I love going here on Sunday
mornings, especially when
Judy the beauty is on duty.
Its like taking a real life
trip to Sesame Street. Try
Kirk's Special, you won't be
disappointed.

3003 Grape St., Golden Hill

Director Wes Anderson
Call me cliche, but I tend
to watch this guy's films
over and over. In my mind,
Anderson has created
the first real American
masterworks since Orson
Wells.
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THE BEAT GOES ON
'the only people for me are the mad ones, the ones who are mad to live, mad
to talk, mad to be saved, desirous of everything at the same time, the one,
who never yawn or say a commonplace thing, but burn, burn, burn, like
fabulous yellow roman candles exploding like spiders across the stars and
in the middle you see the blue center light pop and everybody goes

'Awwwtfl'"
- On the Road, by Jack Kerouac

BY KIRBY BROOKS
STAFF WRITER
This year marks the 50th
anniversary of Jack Kerouac's novel "On the Road."
As the father of the Beat
generation, Kerouac's work
not only catalyzed a postwar
counterculture but also con
tinues to influence us today.
The New York Times
hailed "On the Road" as
"...the most beautifully ex
ecuted, the clearest and most
important utterance yet made

by the generation Kerouac
himself named years ago as
'beat.' "
The ability of Kerouac's
1957 novel to remain rel
evant today is why "On the
Road" will continue to be
celebrated.
The largely autobiograph
ical novel follows narrator
Dean Moriarty, a pseudonym
for Kerouac's own travel
companion Neal Cassady, on
a" cross-country journey out
West from New York City.
Written in a stream of
consciousness style that
Kerouac called "spontane

The fight for number one:
50 Cent versus Kanye West
BY JON D'ANGELO
STAFF WRITER
Rappers Kanye West and 50 Cent (Curtis Jackson)
both released their new albums on Tues., Sept. 11.
50 Cent vowed that if his new album "Curtis" did
not outsell Kanye West's new album, "Graduation,"
during the first week of sales in stores that he would
call it quits as a solo recording artist. Unfortunatly for
50 Cent, his album sales are not quite as big as his
biceps.
50 Cent, age 32, should keep his promise to retire.
His clips may be fully loaded but his lyrics are down
right terrible. 50 Cent may be the most tragic story in
hip-hop. His first album, "Get Rich or Die Tryin',"
was a lyrical masterpiece, selling 6.5 milion copies in
2003. 50 followed that up with "The Massacre," which
had fewer hits and endured less success on the charts.
His new album "Curtis" had sold 604,000 copies as
of Sept. 14, whereas Kanye West's "Graduation" had
sold 781,000 copies.
Kanye's new album "Graduation" is short but
sweet. Kanye's previous two albums had much more
depth and length; both "College Dropout" and "Late
Registration" are 21 tracks long and chock full of
quality Kanye beats and lyricisms. "Graduation," on
the "other hand, is only 13 songs in length but all are
solid in content, with a few hits relased prior to the
album, including Daft Punk-sampled "Stronger," and
"Can't Tell Me Nothing."
When it comes down to it, the 50 Cent versus
Kanye West battle of Sept. 11 was an all out public
relations stunt geared to boost each artist's declining
record sales. The whole stunt has not only caught the
attention of millions, but it landed 50 and Kanye both
the cover of Rolling Stone. In reality each artist will
probably never top his past numbers of record sales
because of the continual decrease of interest in pur
chasing music.

ous prose," "On the Road'

The illicit
America de
scribed in the
novel is full
of sex and
drugs...
reads like the jazz music that
influenced him.

The illicit America de
scribed in the novel is full of
sex and drugs, yet there is a
sense of humanity that is cap
tured as Kerouac reinvents
the conventional American
dream. The novel is simul
taneously safe and radical
because despite introducing
an underground world, the
American quest for freedom
remains unchanged.
As Kerouac's Dean Mori
arty says, "This is the story of
America. Everybody's doing
what they think they're sup
posed to do."
Kerouac's work plunged

into the canon of American
literature, influencing other
Beat authors such as Allen
Ginsberg and Ken Kesey and
also musicians Bob Dylan
and The Beatles.
Kerouac's other popu
lar novels include 1958's
"Dharma Bums" and 1962's
"Big Sur."
Despite his popularity,
Kerouac did not receive crit
ical acclaim until after his
death in 1969, but his legacy
is celebrated in the novel
that defined a generation.

BRITNEY'S VMA TRAVESTY
Is the pop-star's talent running thin?
BY MAGGIE KLOS
STAFF WRITER
The whole nation seemed to
be counting down to Sunday
Sept. 9, 2007, looking forward
to seeing Britney Spears take
the stage and start her come
back.
Many pop culture fanatics
were expecting her to come
out and dance as she did in
her "Toxic" music video with
magically rejuvenated abs.
Viewers were ready for her to
make a grand entrance similar
to her former VMA perfor
mance - in which she came out
with a giant snake around her
neck - and for her to sing like
a bonified pop star. There were
hopes for a fantastic wardrobe
as well.
Many were simply wishing
for the Britney backlash to end
and enter into a new realm of
Britney Spears obsession, with
aims to emmulate the new and
improved Britney Spears. To
say the least, none of these far
fetched wishes came true.
Instead, Britney Spears' per
formance was consisted of no
more than three dance moves
of a strange and awkward hip
movement, not to mention that
her abs were far from their
former glory.
Her grand entrance was non

existent, along with her strong,
pop-star voice. Not only did she
not even singlive, but she also
could not even lip-sync well.
Her hair looked like her
young -sons cut it; however, it
cannot be forgotten that she is
essentially bald under the hor
rible extensions.
Her wardrobe consisted of a
black diamond encrusted bikini,
which looked like something
only a Victoria's Secret model
should wear.
Instead of entering into this
new realm of Britney praise,
the world simply was forced to
continue to wonder what was
going on in this former pop
star's head.
Looking back, there really
was no hope for an amazing
comeback for Britney. After
all, she spent the week before
the performance partying until
the wee hours of the morning
in Vegas. Before that, she was
in an ongoing custody battle
with K. Fed (her ex husband).
In addition, after being re
leased from rehab earlier in
the year, she has been dealing
with her ongoing "recovery"
- or lack thereof - from various
vices.
So now the nation (or those
who care) has to make a deci
sion. Do we continue to support
Britney Spears by constantly

wondering about her wellbeing and constantly discuss
ing where she went wrong?
Alternatively, do we simply
erase her from our minds; do
we stop caring about how her
sons are being treated or when
her hair will grow back and stop
hoping for her next comeback
performance? If the media this
week is a sign of the future, it is
obvious that many are not done
with the Britney obsession.
Britney still made the head
lines on entertainment news,
and various discussions about
her were held on morningnews
shows. There were articles
about her in the various tabloids
revealing that the obsession is
still strong.
For some reason, the nation
seems to have chosen that we
will continue the Britney obses
sion and waste endless hours of
time and thought wondering
when the old pop star will fi
nally return.
One can only hope that Brit
ney will eventually get her act
together and that perhaps next
year at this time we will finally
be able to have moved on to
the next messed uprpop culture
goddess.
However, until then, the
nation must endure countless
more Britney mishaps that will
undoubtedly make eyes cringe.

Seth O'Byrne was hard at work for the
USD Community
f faculty, parents, alumni and students
Call if you need help finding a h o m e t o buy, sell, or rent!
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"Seth is one of those crazy people that works 7 days a week
and smiles the entire time! Having the benefit of his whole team
was something me and my girlfriend found invaluable too!
Seth simply has answers, experience and an intuition about
negotiating, thanks!"
-Shaun Flater 829 San Fernando - USD Alum

"As a first time homebuyer there were many questions I had
and I needed to work with someone I trusted. I was nervous about
not knowing the market, however Seth was so thorough in his analysis
and so willing to take all the time in the world with me that the
process became easy and I became completely confident in my home buy!"
-Rachel Romani 4784 Ingraham - USD Alum

"Seth has been a great realtor and friend of mine for years.
I would recommend him to anyone and am so glad to have
him as a resource - his knowledge of San Diego real estate
is incredible!"
-Deana Riggio 1538 Missouri - USD Alum

"When given the opportunity to work with Seth O'Byrne take it!
From the time he was working here and attending USD
until today, where he has an entire team working for him,
he has never skipped a beat and holds his clients in the highest
esteem."
-Michael Spinali Broker/Manager - RE/MAX Associates La Jolla

Welcome back to school and I hope your semester is great!

858.869.3940 cell
seth@sethobyrne.com email
www.sethobyrne.com website
828 prospect st ste 200 La Jolla, CA 92037 - RE/MAX Associates
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SPORTS
Andy Kaestle

Sports Editor

akaestle@usdvista.com

Sportsworthy:

"I'm O.J. Simpson. How am I going to think that I'm going
to rob somebody and get away with it?"
O.J. Simpson in response to alleged robbery charges.

Chargers suffer, Toreros fall short to fifth-ranked UCLA
Volleyball fights for five games, but fail to hold off Bruins
Patriots act

BY ANDY KAESTLE
SPORTS EDITOR
The New England Patriots em
barrassed the San Diego Chargers
by sending them down the rankings
of the poorly performing AFC West
conference on Sunday. The game was
filled with more atrocious turnovers
and terribly executed offense than a
bottom ranked high school ball club.
Big mouth LT rushed for about 20
percent of the Chargers' total offense
averaging two and a half yards per
carry. Unfortunately the 2006 MVP
has a diminutive regular season rush
ing total of 68 yards.
As if San Diego fans weren't bitter
enough about the loss, it gets worse.
Last weekend's Patriots match-up
was unquestionably a game the
Chargers wanted to win and it was
one they wanted to win forcefully.
No doubt that LaDainian Tomlinson
is still bothered by last year's season
ending playoff loss to the Patriots,
which ended in a classless field dis
play and a few equally expressive
post game interviews.
LT referred to the entire New Eng
land team as having "no class" and
even suggested that the head coach,
Bill Belichick, was the cause of the
team's disrespect. No doubt Ellis
Hobbs had no place mocking Shawne
Merriman's "lights out" sack celebra
tion; then again, the Chargers practi
cally handed the Patriots the game.
In the final four and a half min
utes San Diego allowed 11 points,
managed two turnovers and nearly
doubled their penalty yardage for the
game. It's tough to justify a season
ending loss, especially one of this
magnitude.
So, even after having eight months
to think about that disappointing Jan
uary afternoon, what it came down to
was that the Chargers just couldn't
execute. The severity of last Sunday's
loss is leaving sports analysts puzzled
and doubtful. It will be interesting to
see how the Chargers respond to such
a spirit thrashing loss when they take
on a hot Green Bay Packers team next
weekend at Lambeau Field.
Come January the Chargers could
once again be lining up against the
Patriots with a chance to put the lights
out on their season.

ZACH 0RMSBYAHE VISTA
The Torero volleyball team congregates at center court just before game five of their match against UCLA.

BY KEVIN NGUYEN
STAFF WRITER
USD Sophomore outside hitter Amy
DeGroot led all players with 26 kills in
a losing effort to fifth-ranked UCLA
on Saturday. With the win the Bruins
clinched the USD Tournament. The
loss brings the Toreros' five-match win
streak to an end.
It was an epic five-game battle be
tween two premier volleyball squads.
The Toreros came out with the hot hand
scoring four of the first five points.
The Toreros never looked back
jumping out to an 11-5 advantage.
The Bruins did try to make it a game,
coming within two to 11-9, but USD
was too much. The Toreros took the
first game easily, 30-20 on .400 hit
ting.
UCLA would not go down that easy;
in game two the Bruins got the early
jump on the Toreros on their way to a
4-1 lead. The Toreros would rally back
after surrendering three straight points

to lead, 7-6. The Bruins would soon
regain their swagger however, going on
a 5-0 run, and force the Toreros to play
catch-up. The Toreros got close after a
Bruin-called timeout climbing within
two, to 23-21. But the effort was not
in the Toreros favor with UCLA taking
game two 30-23.
USD would come back in game three
aided early by DeGroot and Senior
middle hitter Laurel Abrahamson. The
Bruins again would not go down qui
etly, cutting the Toreros lead to one,
5-4. But as in game one, the Toreros
would not look back or allow UCLA to
lead by going on runs of 4-1 and 7-2.
But the Bruins did manage a one-point
lead after UCLA freshman Dicey McGraw's kill to give the Bruins a 20-19
advantage, but it was short lived. With
the score tied at 23-23, USD junior
Jaimarie Sutherland put the game out
of reach for the Bruins with a kill as
USD won game three and took a 2-1
lead overall.
The Toreros needed to win game four

to claim the USD Tournament Cham
pionship but the Bruins played spoiler,
taking game four, 30-25, thanks in part
to runs of 3-0, 7-1 and 4-0, to force a
tiebreak game.
Game five was a seesaw battle the
whole way, after UCLA took a 3-0 lead
early, USD rallied for two straight and
eventually tied UCLA at six apiece.
The Bruins would regain a one-point
advantage but the Toreros won three in
a row to take a 9-7 lead. After trading
points, UCLA led 11-10 then USD led
12-11. USD's Abrahamson capped off
the Toreros' run with a kill to give the
Toreros a two-point lead, 13-11. The
Toreros needed only two more points
to take the match, but UCLA got help
from junior outside hitters Ali Daley
and Kaitlin Sather as the pair scored the
last three points for the Bruins to claim
the match and the Championship.
On Tuesday night the ladies man
aged to hold off crosstown rival San
Diego State University 3-1 and im
proved their record to 8-4 on the year.

Calling all Communications Majors:
You are missing out on an opportunity to practice your major
in a fun and inspiring environment.
Write for The Vista! Earn up to three COMM upper division
units. Writers' Meetings are Tuesdays at 12:30 in UC114B.
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Week in
Review

CLASSIFIEDS

The Ultimate Laser Adventure

1

BY ANDY KAESTLE
SPORTS EDITOR

USD GROUP
EVENT DISCOUNT
1

Women's
Volleyball

i's team lost another close match to fifth ranked UCLA
last Saturday. The ladies pre-match ranking was set at number 18.
After the close loss their ranking improved to 15 credited towards
losses by other higher ranked squads. USD also won convincingly
over San Diego State University 3-1. The ladies now rest at 8-4.

21

UP TO 36
PLAYERS
PER GAME

HUGE
MULTI-LEVEL
ARENA

•

HINDI
Learn to read, write and
speak Hindi oneon-one instruction
The instructor is the
author of a popular Hindi
phrasebook and dictionary
Hindi92122@gmail.com for
info
Job Offer
Sales admin/ receptionist
needed for growing branch
office. Duties include daily
office operations, supporting
sales team, and having fun
with technology company!
Flexible schedule. $12/hr.
Call Nate, 858-546-1014.

NEXT GAME: Friday against UC Irvine at 7p.m.

Cross Country
s country team finished 10th in the Aztec Invitational

RACE: Friday in the Griak Invitational beginning at 9:30
a.m.
The women's team finished 14th overall in their heat of the Aztec
Invitational. Their best competition included fourth ranked Arkansas
who was the eventual winners of the invite.
NEXT RACE: Friday in the Griak Invitational beginning at 9:30
a.m.

Football
team is off to another awesome start this season. With
• Northern Colorado last weekend the Toreros improved
to 3-0 and remain ranked number two in the national polls for the
mid-major conference. The guys will rest this weekend with a bye
week and then will gear-back-up next week for a showdown with the
Butler Bulldogs.

NEXT GAME: Sept. 29 at Butler University, Indianapolis, Ind.
with kickoff scheduled for 10 a.m. PT.

Condo for Sale
"2 la jolla 1 bedroom condos
for sale 279k
each. 1 3 bedroom townhome
for sale - walking distance to
usd 445k - 2
car garage. Call seth, remax
agent"
Seth O'Byrne, RE/MAX
Associates La Jolla

'PARTY
AREA TO
120 GUESTS
LATE NIGHT
AT THE ZONE
Open Untl 2am
FrL & Sat.

3146 Sports Arena Blvd. • San Diego, CA

Two Blocks East of SD Sports Arena!

(619) 221-0100
www.ultrazonesandiego.com

FOR THE BEST MO\E
IN SAN DIEGO!

Men's Golf
If team wrapped up the Gopher Invitational with a ninth
week. Senior Bucky Coe and freshman Jason Shano
lead the team scoring the Toreros' low scores for the tournement, 230
strokes over three rounds.

NEXT TOURNAMENT: The Notre Dame Invitational, will start
on September 30th in South Bend, Ind.

Women's Soccer
The Womej®6 team has made a strong return into the nation's top
25j;a?#^fc mth their overtime victory over Cal Poly last week. The
ladies improved to 3-1-2 with the win. Leigh Ann Robinson punched
the goal in for the Toreros and kept their undeafeated home record for
the season alive.

NEXT GAME: Friday at UC Irvine. Then Sunday at UC River
side.

C R O W N &C R O W N
ESTATES

4 Years $50,000 On Campus
Housing costs PAID *NO Return
! Ask Your Parents if it's Time to:
* MOVE OFF CAMPUS
* Buy a home or condo
* Begin building a Nest Egg
* Leverage appreciation
* Use tax benefits
"Invest in YOUR FUTURE

frong, the men's soccer team pulled out a 2-1 nail-biter
overTxrirglsland University in New York last weekend. The victory
came as the Toreros scored their only two goals in the final five min
utes of play. With the win the men advanced to 3-2 overall on their
season.

Do you want a safe place to talk
about sexual orientation
questions arid issues?

Call

Do you want to enhance your
relationships with others?

Realtor®

Would you like to voice and share
your experience of being a
woman of color?

Victoria Crown
to explore your options
619-977-3174

Torero For Life!!!

Men's Soccer

Do you want to learn more
effective ways of dealing with
stress?

I Victoria@CrownandCrownEstates.com

I—Hfca

COME JOIN ONE
OF OUR GROUPS!
• Mindfulness Group
• LGBT Discussion Group
• Relationships Group
• Women of Color Discussion Group

-

L K7
Call USD Counseling Center
to sign up while there is
still space!

NEXT GAME: Friday night USD is the host of the Adidas San
Diego Classic. First game starts at 5 p.m. and USD's first game is at
7:30 p.m. against Brown University.

91
BMI

619.260.4655
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Women's soccer earns tie, overtime victory over weekend
BY GENEVIEVE SALTER
STAFF WRITER
The University of San Diego
women's soccer team fought
to a scoreless draw against the
sixth-ranked UCLA Bruins
Friday in a non-conference
match at Torero Stadium. After
10 straight losses to UCLA, the
Toreros showed improvement
in the tie.
Despite being out shot 24-6
the Toreros' defense was able
control the Bruins' aggressive
offense with an impressive per
formance by junior goalkeeper
Brittany Cameron. While shut
ting out the Bruins, Cameron
recorded a season-high eight
saves and has now lowered her
West Coast Conference-leading
goals-against-average to 0.55.
During the first 90 minutes
most of the game's action was
played in Torero territory as the
Bruins showed no trouble in
taking advantage of San Diego's
inability to maintain possession
of the ball.
However, the Toreros fought
with a tireless effort late in the
match during the first overtime
period when freshman striker
Ashleigh Shoughro fired
a
shot that went wide right of
the Bruins' goal. Shoughro at
tempted three of the Toreros'
six total shots on goal. In the
second overtime senior mid
fielder Leigh Ann Robinson's
single shot attempt hit the
Bruins' crossbar preserving the
scoreless match.
The Bruins also picked up
the pace in the second overtime

ZACH 0RMSBY/THE VISTA
Top: Junior goalkeeper Brittany Cameron clears the ball from the
San Diego goal. Right: Sophomore Hallie Huston protects the ball
from an aggressive UCLA defender.

period when Christina DiMartino set off a rocket shot that was
punched up and out of play by
Cameron, thus tallying her third
shut out of the season.
By recording only the second
tie with the Bruins in program
history, the Toreros moved to
2-1-2 going into their Sunday
match-up. UCLA moved to 21-1.

On Sunday against Cal Poly,
the Toreros pulled off a well

fought victory eight minutes
into the first overtime period.
Robinson knocked in the goal
for the Toreros which improved
their record to 3-1-1.
Hopefully the weekend's suc
cess will give the ladies some
momentum as the team will
travel to compete with UC Irvine
at 7p.m. tomorrow and with UC
Riverside at 1p.m. on Sunday.
The ladies should win both this
weekend's road games.

2007 college football season begins with obscurity
BY JOE SALAMEH
STAFF WRITER
"We challenge the Aztecs."
This seemingly outlandish
comment made by former
University of San Diego head
football coach, Jim Harbaugh,
was said in utter seriousness
nearly 10 months ago towards
San Diego State's football
team. However controversial
and opinionated Harbaugh's
comment was, he may have
been on to something.
With Appalachian State's
recent upset win over peren
nial
football
powerhouse
Michigan (the first time ever a
top-five ranked team has fallen
to a division IAA program),
it's difficult to dismiss Har
baugh's comment as another
contentious statement made
by the perceived big headed
coach. Appalachian State has
won the past two Division
IAA national championships,
the same championship that

USD previously and currently
is vying for. Michigan is one
of the most notable and sto
ried programs in college foot
ball history, producing such
players as Tom Brady, Charles
Woodson and, what do you
know, Jim Harbaugh.
So if Michigan can fall to
such a seemingly lowly foe
as Appalachian State, what
makes Harbaugh's comment
so ridiculous? San Diego State
has played in just three bowl
games in its last 35 seasons.
Its most recent was in 1998,
which was also the last year
the team posted a winning
season.
Arguments can be made that
Appalachian State is a scholar
ship program, which raises itscaliber of players as opposed
to USD, which is non-schol
arship. To debunk this point
of view, USD regularly com
petes with scholarship teams.
Look at their current sched
ule, which includes scholar

ship teams such as UC Davis
and University of Northern
Colorado - the alma mater of
up-and-coming Charger wide
out, Vincent Jackson. USD is
also home to one of the more
talented and talked about
draft prospects in Division
IAA, Josh Johnson. Johnson
has been rated as high as the
fifth quarterback in the 2008
NFL draft. Even as he exited
USD, Harbaugh publicly
stated that "Josh Johnson is
the best quarterback in col
lege football today," and his
play has done nothing to dis
credit his former coach.
Given this information,
Harbaugh's statement doesn't
appear completely illegiti
mate. Never-ending analysis
of marquee NCAA players
has created an over-hyped
aura around big time pro
grams. Going into summer
camp Michigan was rated
among the top five in the
national polls. Expectations

ran high for the team with
two Heisman Trophy hope
fuls, a lightning fast defense
and arguably the best offen
sive tackle in the nation, Jake
Long. Appalachian State was
hardly a household name until
recently with relatively low
profile players. These teams
compete and the result is one
of the most historic upsets in
college football. The paral
lels of the Michigan upset,
to a perhaps future USD vs.
SDSU match-up, are too clear
to ignore.
In the same week as the
incredible Michigan upset,
the University of Southern
Florida's unranked program
upset 17th-ranked Auburn in
dominant fashion. USF began
as a Division IAA indepen
dent in 1997 and managed
to work themselves up to
Division IA before the 2001
season. The program has less
than a 10 year history, zero
alumni support and most

devastating, minimal media
coverage. Programs akin to
University of Louisville, West
Virginia and Auburn schedule
teams such as USF to boost
the confidence of their young
players.
Unfortunately for
these teams, USF defeated all
of them in upset victories and
is now seen as a program on
the rise.
The point that recent foot
ball history conveys is that
any team can beat any other
team on any given day, which
basically is the essence of
Harbaugh's challenge.
The false prestige and
media coverage that superfi
cially advances teams to the
hierarchical realms of the
football world has clouded
this fact and has continued
to lead teams to believe they
are 'invincible. USD football
should find Michigan's defeat
to be empowering and inspira
tional in their quest for a third
straight championship year.
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The Container Store
The Original Storage and Organization Store*

what's your dorm room
organization style?

Fashion Vaffay (Hwy. 163 & friars Rd.) {611} 226-0989
tram MRS:
•*Silurtfarf ® mi»I pi.Sunday 10 m«ipi
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www.Kmtainersttro.com/coilege
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UNIVERSITY O F SAN D I E G O STUDENTS SAVE ON A M I RAK

TRAVELING AROUND CALIFORNIA JUST SOT A WHOLE LOT CHEAPER
Amtrak California's Pacific Surfliner8 trains
and Amtrak Thruway Motorcoaches connect University of
San Biega and Sm Diego to
and de&fraitens
throughout California.

HOW do I make a reservation? Simply yisfi our
website at Amtrak.com to check current fares and
schedules. You can make reservations online, at a staffed
station, or by calling 1-SOO-USA RAW-

WHY? It's convenient, economical, and a i
and scenic way to travel. The train is great for studying,
sleeping, eating, or spending time with friends.

WHERE do I catchthe train? The San CiegoAm&ak
station is located at 1050 Kettner Boulevard at Broadway.
Here a friendly Amtrak agent can heip you with ticket
sales, checked baggage, and general travel information,

wme?^

departure times throughout the day offering University
of San Diego students the opportunity to travel up and

trains in fine Central Valiev and Bay Area,

University of
San Diego

snjDE«T5

RECEIVE A

20%
DISCOUNT

Travel m a d e s

'•4 Arrtralr C&lii'fo'rr.iiii

This discount Is valid for sale 01Sep07-19Jun08 and valid for travel 04Sep07-22Jun08 on the Pacific Surfllner, San Joaquins and associated thruway service, Including Merced to Yosemlte, all other 7000-8999 series thruways are excluded. Offer valid for 20 percent off the best available
coach adult rail fare for students ofthe following California Colleges and Universities: California State University (Bakersfield and Fresno), Fresno City College (Fresno). California Polytechnic State University (San Luis Obispo), University of ICallforntei (Merced,InrinojandISanta Barbara
University of the Pacific (Stockton), University of San Diego (San Diego), San Diego State University (San Diego), and Santa Barbara City College (Santa Barbara). Blackouts apply forthe following dates: 20-27Nov07,14Dec(J7-02Jan08t 20-24Mar08 and 23-26May08. Passenger^must be
a student and show a valid student ID (when purchasing tickets and on board train) for one of the colleges listed above. Reservation must be made at least three (3) days prior to travel date. Once travel has begun, no changes to the itinerant are permitted. This discount Is not valid towards
purchase of multi-rides and is not valla thru a travel agency. Fares, routes and schedules are subject to change without notice. Other restrictions may apply. Refer to discount V363. Amtrak, Pacific Surfllner, San Joaquins and Travel Made Simple are service marks of the National Railroad
Passenger Corporation.
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Northern Colorado no match for rolling Toreros
USD writes history through a benchmark program victory
BY STEPHANIE DAUWE
STAFF WRITER
Enthusiastic fans cheered on
the Toreros to the team's 21st"
straight home victory Saturday
night. The 49-13 dominance
over the Northern Colorado
Bears is the University of San
Diego's first win against a
scholarship program univer
sity.
Senior quarterback Josh
Johnson played a stellar game,
throwing for six touchdowns
and achieving a personal best
147 rushing yards. Johnson's
second
touchdown
broke
USD's record for career touch
down passes, formerly held by
Eric Rasmussen at 75.
Senior running back J.T.
Rogan also gave an impres
sive performance. A 94-yard
kickoff return at the beginning
of the third quarter showed
the roaring crowd why Rogan
holds the record for the highest
kickoff return average in the
country.
The Toreros held the lead
the entire game, ending with
560 total offensive yards. A
strong defense held the Bears
to only 333 yards, with nine
tackles and three sacks from
defensive end Eric Bakhtiari
and 13 tackles by linebacker
Tyler Evans.
Now with a record of 3-0,
the Toreros face the rest of the
season with a strong sense of
confidence.
"The team would love to
go to the playoffs, and this is
certainly a step in the right
direction," head coach Ron
Caragher said.
Hired as USD's new head
coach in January, Caragher
immediately knew that the bar
was set high.
The Toreros have ambitions
of a playoff berth after being
overlooked at last year's selec
tions. The team is in it for the
entirety of the season and is
doing everything in its power
to meet its playoff aspirations.
"Excellence isn't something
that happens in a moment; it's a
consistency over a long period
of time. This team has had a lot
of success over the last couple

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Top: USD Quarterback Josh Johnson evaded the Northern Colorado
defense play after play, leading the Toreros to a 49-13 victory.
Right: Senior receiver Wes Doyle elevates to make a catch, one of his
nine receptions. Doyle had 132 receiving yards and four touchdowns.

years and I hope to take that
even further," Caragher said.
Jerry Brooks, season ticket
holder and member of the par
ents' board, has high hopes as
well.
"This team has been domi
nant the past couple of seasons.
Caragher is doing a great job of
continuing the incredible team
spirit we saw under Coach
Harbaugh," Brooks said.
USD's previous two games,
Sept. 2 against the Azusa Pacif
ic Cougars and Sept. 9 against
the Marist Red Foxes, proved
the Toreros' powerful force this
season. With all three victories
ending in convincing fashion,
the players' enthusiasm and
passion for the game is evident
in their strength on the field.
In the final few minutes
of the game, Caragher was
drenched with cold water
from head to toe as the team
began celebrating their victory.

Though Caragher is deter
mined to take it one game at a
time, eager players are looking
to the future with a great sense
of spirit.
"One of the goals we set at
the beginning of the season was
to go undefeated. I think the
victory on Saturday only added
to our confidence in achieving
that goal," Rogan said.
After a bye this weekend,
the Toreros will travel to In
dianapolis, Indiana Sept. 29 to
take on 3-0 Butler University,
an improvement from last sea
sons' start. Looking forward to
the next game, Rogan's expec
tations are positive.
"We just have to keep going
with the momentum we've got
and hope for the best."
The Toreros' next home
game will not be until Oct.
13 when they host top-ranked
Drake University in Torero
Stadium starting at 6p.m.

Torero of the Week: Josh Johnson
To most, it's no big surprise
that last week senior quarter
back Josh Johnson was hon
ored as the Pioneer Football
League offensive player of the
week, for the second week in
a row.
In fact, the Toreros put on
such a stellar performance

against Northern Colorado,
the voting committee couldn't
decide between Johnson and
Senior running back J.T.
Rogan, so this week the two
star performers shared the
honor.
This is Johnson's 11 th career
PFL player of the week honor.

Johnson contributed 147 rush
ing yards on just nine carries.
Johnson found receivers in 23
of his 31 passes which totaled
281 yards
He also added six more
touchdown passes to his USD
record, which now stands at

80.

